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WORLD ENERGY NEEDS AND THEIR IMPACT ON NUCLEAR REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

Summary of remarks by
Wesley K. Foell

University of Wisconsin

This presentation will place primary emphasis upon energy demand. It is

meant to provide an additional perspective to the other papers at this conference

which are primarily supply-and technology-oriented. The presentation will cover

the following areas:

Energy reserves and resources

Energy demand: past & future (mid-and long-term)

Industrialized regions of the world

Developing countries: Mexico and Iran as examples

Potential impact on nuclear development

WORLD ENERGY RESERVES AND RESOURCES

Before discussing world energy consumption, it is helpful to take a brief

look at world energy reserves and resources. Estimates of both reserves and

resources are a controversial subject and a constantly changing one. However,

for the broad global and long-term perspective which is being presented in

this paper, rough estimates will suffice. Figure 1 provides an estimate of

measured world recoverable energy reserves as of 1974 (Ref. 1). It is important

to point out that the table shows reserves and not ultimate resources. Reserves

here refer to identified deposits known to be recoverable with current technology

under present economic conditions. Resources include reserves as well as

materials that have been identified but cannot now be extracted because of

economic or technological limitations, as well as economic or subeconomic

materials that have not as yet been discovered. Important points to note from

Figure 1 are that a very large fraction of the recoverable reserves is in North

America; furthermore, solid fuels comprise approximately 50% of the reserves.

Overall, the reserves total approximately 31 Q.*

Estimates of ultimate resources vary more widely. A set of estimates

which I find useful for evaluating energy strategies is the following:

Natural gas: 12 Q

Petroleum: 20 Q

Coal (solid fuels): 170 Q

Uranium (nonbreeders: 18 Q; breeder: 900 Q)

As a footnote to the very brief discussion- of resources and to emphasize the

* 1 Q - 1018 BTU
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uncertainty in the figures, I would mention the case of Mexico. Just in

the last week it has been announced that Mexico's reserves of petroleum

should now be valued at 60 billion barrels, rather than the figure of 11

billion barrels which has been the official government figure for some time.

WORLD ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The Past

Energy consumption and production have shown a relatively steady growth

during the past few decades. From 1960 to 1973, world consumption of energy

increased at an annual rate of around 5%. As shown in Figure 2 the combined

share of petroleum and natural gas increased from 48% in 1960 to 66% in

1973 (Ref. 1). During that same period coal showed a decline from 47 to

28%. World energy consumption now totals approximately 250 quads.** The

disaggregation of the world into regions or major economic blocks reveals

significant differences in these growth patterns. However, there are a few

characteristics in common among certain groupings of these regions. The

United States, Western Europe, and Japan have all greatly increased the import

fraction of their total energy consumption; along with this increased import

dependence has developed an increased dependency on petroleum. In contrast

the centrally-planned economies of Europe and Asia are not heavily dependent

upon imports and have not developed a strong dependence on petroleum,

although the relative importance of petroleum has increased in those regions.

Exports from the "rest of the world" have increased to the point where

over 50% of its production is exported by those regions outside of North

America, Western Europe, the Sino-Soviet Groups, and Japan.

Aggregating the world into geographic and economic regions provides

more insight into the patterns of energy demand growth. Figure 3 provides

an overview of energy demand growth in these regions for the period 1925

through 1974. The data shown are a consolidation from References 2, 3 and

4. The figure also indicates percentage annual growth in consumption for

1950-74. Although the United States is responsible for approximately one-

third of world consumption, its annual growth rate is considerable below

the world average figure and much lower than developed and developing

regions. The extremely high growth rates of the Soviet Union, centrally-

planned Asia (which is primarily China) and the less-developed countries

are striking. Although popular on growth itself is a major factor in

2
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produc ng the overall energy growt' .; the less-developed countries, per-

capita energy growth is also very high.

The Short-Term Future

Turning from the past to the future, Figure 4 shows the OECD Reference

Scenario, published recently by the International Energy Agency (Ref. 4).

The regional breakdown there is slightly different than in Figure 3, but

a meaningful comparison can still be made between past and projected energy

demands. The projections in the OECD Reference Scenario are based mainly upon

information supplied by individual member countries and by staff analysis.

There are several important observations to make about Figure 3. First,

each of the forecasted growth rates shown for the period 1974-85 is somewhat

slightly less than the corresponding growth rate for the 1950-74 period.

In part, this appears to be a consequence of an expected moderation of

economic growth in the coming 10 years, and in part from the belief that there

will be an increased emphasis upon high efficiencies of e:.1ergy use in

many parts of the world. A second major point is that the less-developed

countries are expected to continue their higher-than-world-average rate

of growth. Particularly striking are the very high growth rates projected

for the OPEC countries, resulting in part from their high rates of economic

growth. A third point to note is the continuing high rate of energy growth

in the OECD countries. This projected growth rate is considerably higher

than the results of analysis on various industrialized regions of the

world performed by research groups at IIASA and the University of

Wisconsin (5, 6).

The short term OECD scenario is based primarily on continuation of

economic growth trends in the various regions. In our work at IIASA, we

have examined long range energy futures through the year 2025. For three

developed regions of the world, namely, Wisconsin, the German Democratic

Republic, and the Rhone-Alpes Region of southern France, the indications

are that growth rates over the next several decades will be considerably

lower than in the OECD short-term projections.

The Long-Term Future

It is interesting to speculate on the global energy needs over the

next several decades. Many research efforts have been made in this direction,

but one particularly intriguing recent effort is that reported by A. Giraud

at the 1976 International Meeting of the American and European Nuclear
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Societies (Ref. 7). The model which he has developed divides the world into

economic energy groupings of countries to take into account different stages

o. economic development -an" the corresponding rates of energy consumption.

The model divides the word into four groups of countries according to their

gross domestic product per capita in 1973:

Group 1 - U.S.A.

Group 2 - Industrialized countries (2,500-10,000 dollars per capita per year).

Group 3 - Developing countries (450-2500 dollars per capita per year).

Group 4 - Less-developed countries (less than 450 dollars per capita per, year).

The model assumed that relative annual economic growth and relative

annual growth of energy consumption are both strong functions of the level

of economic development, i.e. of gross domestic product per capita.

Figures 5 and 6 show these functional relationships; both of them display

an initially increasing and then decreasing relationship between growth

and economic development. Although the data points shown in these figures

indicate great scatter in the empirical data and provide little confidence

in any explicit correlation, the overall behavior of the functions shows

a growth saturation effect which is useful for examining a particular class

of alternative futures. The energy consumption model based upon those two

figures leads to the annual energy consumption illustrated in Figure 7.

Notable in Fig. 7 is the greatly increased share of the world's energy

consumption taken by the developing countries. As expected from the

correlations of Figs. 5 and'6 neither the United States nor the rest of the

industrialized world shows major energy growth over the 50 year period.

Furthermore, the less-developed countries, which are in the lowest stages

of economic development, do not account for a major portion of the world

energy usage. The overall growth rate for the world during the ,50 year

period following 1975 is slightly more than 3% per year, according to the

Giraud model. The fraction of total world energy consumed by the developing

countries increases from less than 12% to almost 50% in the year 2025.

Clearly this model is an imperfect abstraction of reality, and the

saturation of economic, growth at $10,000 per capita (1973 dollars) is

controversial, to say the least. Nevrtheless the model does provide some

interesting insights into one possible evolution of the world energy demand

pattern. Figure 8 shows energy use per capita for each of the four groupings

of countries. Although the world energy consumption has increased dramatically,
yby 2025 the world's average per capita value is still approximately one-

fourth the U. S. value, and that of the LCD's is less than one-fifteenth.

4



Iran and Mexico

An aggregated world energy projection and pattern is insufficient for

developing energy policies, and it is necessary to look at individual nations

and regions in much more detail than there is time to discuss here. It is

interesting to examine the consumption patterns of two energy-rich developing

regions. Figure 9 shows energy consumption for Iran and Mexico over several

decades. Both the total and per-capita rates are dramatic in comparison

with those of the mcre industrialized world. Although neither Iran nor

Mexico are typical developing countries, the explosive population and

energy growth rates illustrate the potentially high energy growth rates

in countries passing through transition stages of development.

IMPACT ON FUTURE NUCLEAR REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

I have been asked to make some observations on the impact of world

energy needs on future nuclear reactor development. Without examining

individual countries this is a difficult task since, in general, decisions

.to pursue nuclear development are made at the national level rather than by

regional or world bodies. However, examination of total world energy demand'

for the next several decades does provide some indication of the overall

resource requirements. The total energy consumption for the four groupings

of countries, as forecasted over the next 50 years the Giraud model in

Figure 7, are as follows:

Less developed countries: 1.5 Q

Developing countries: 6 Q

Industrial countries: 5 Q

U.S.A.: 5 Q

This total energy, 17-1/2 Q through the year 2025 for the market economy

countries of the world, can then be compared with resource availability.

It is impossible to do that in detail in the limited space here. The

total energy is clearly a major part of the measured world recoverable

reserves (-31 Q). However, it is a relatively small fraction of the total

energy resources as estimated earlier in this paper. From a global per-

spective, the demand forecasts shown here do not indicate that "the world

will be running out of energy by 2025," nor that it cannot continue economic

development without nuclear power. However, the heterogeneous nature of

the distribution of energy resources in the world will present increasingly

troublesome supply problems for some regions, e.g. Western Europe.

5



Rejection of the nuclear option would place increased pressure on the

coal resources.

An additional comment on the development of nuclear power should be

made here. Historically, there has been a strong tendency for national

forecasts to greatly overestimate the rate at which nuclear technology will

penetrate the market. The International Atomic Energy Agency has recently

published a very illuminating study on the difficulties of forecasting

this penetration (Ref. 8). Figure 10 shows the evolution of these estimates

and how they have decreased drastically each year. Figure.11 presents

the IAEA's regional breakdown of nuclear power estimates made in. 1976

for countries with market economies. Based on past experience with such

estimates, it might be prudent to ascribe uncertainties even larger thea

those shown in the table.
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Measured World Recoverable Energy Recrves, 1974

[OuadrWon Btu]

Solid Crude Natural 0i1 shale UraniumArea fuels oil gas and 1 (nonbrceder)' Tot
tar sands

Africa 361.7 520.6 201.7 81.4 196.1 1,369.5
Asia (less U.S.S.R.) 2,608.7 2,202.4 432.6 870.2 3.1 6,123.0
Europe (less U.S.S.R.) 2,581.5 57.1 153.6 117.0 46.4 2.955.6
U.S.S.R. 3.325.5 333.6 577.9 139.0 Unknown >4.376.0
North America 7  5,070.9 301.0 380.0 9,111.0 422.7 15.236.2
South America 49.8 311.5 60.6 23.7 11.9 457.5
Oceania 459.8 9.4 24.9 9.2 99.1 '602.4

Total 14,457.9 3,741.2 1,831.9 10,351.5 >781.3 >31,173.2
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INTERNATIONAL THERMAL REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

Summary of remarks by
Edwin L. Zebroski

Electric Power Research Institute

INTRODUCTION

Nuclear development has been international from the very beginning. The early

works of Hahn, Meitner, and Strassman led to both French and American concepts--

disclosed in patents, for chain reactions and by implication for power reactors.

As early as 1945 Argonne National Laboratory held a secret international

conference. Atomic energy remained military and secret until 1954. In response

to the evident rapid growth of nuclear technology, nuclear research centers,

and research reactors in many countries of the world, the "Atoms for Peace" plan

was launched in 1954 to demilitarize and channel nuclear power into civilian uses.

In the 1950s, power reactor development proliferated rapidly worldwide including

sodium cooled and light-water reactors in the United States, gas cooled reactors

in Britain, France, heavy-water reactors in Canada (as well as Germany, France,

Japan, Czechoslovakia) and light water graphite reactors in the Soviet Union.

By the early 60s, the light-water reactor became the main line of development

in the United States, with strong proponents also in Germany, Japan, Italy,

Britain and the Soviet Union. Extensive comfferciai bilateral agreements

existed for both pressurized and boiling water reactors mainly with Germany,

Spain, France, Britain, Italy, Japan, Belgium and Sweden. Since 1971, nearly

all major commitments of civilian nuclear power capacity have been light water

reactors.

The technical exchange bilaterals prior to 1971 were mostly on design,

construction and fabrication methods with most of the information flow from the

United States to bilateral partners overseas. Since 1971, the very large scale

of nuclear commitments by France, Japan, Germany, Sweden, Spain, Switzerland

and Italy have justified increasingly large-scale development and testing in these

countries. Also, increasing numbers of second generation design plants, six

hundred megawatts and larger in size, provides valuable experience and testing

capability in Europe so that technical information exchange is now a two-way

street with bilateral partners. In some areas of power reactor technology

centers of excellence in research, development, and testing, now exist overseas

which are the equal, and in some cases, more than equal to the equivalent

capabilities in the United States.
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CHANGE IN INCENTP.. FOR R&D ON POWER REACTORS

The oil embargo of 1973-74 and the ensuing price increase has provided a

quantum jump in the incentives for accelerated commitment, construction and

operation of nuclear power units worldwide. The increasing disarray in U.S.

policy and leadership in respect to energy generally, and nuclear energy

especially, together with seemingly short-sighted capricious actions on nuclear

issues--has been a further stimulant to both R&D, and production facilities

ovqrsels. In addition to the Soviet Union, three European countries now have

fully rounded capabilities for "going it alone" in respect to design, analysis,

manufacturing facilities, and comprehensive scientific and technical development

support for civilian nuclear power. In addition, these countries make full and

effective use of their national laboratories. In the U.S., on the contrary,

national laboratories have been largely precluded from light-water reactor

development-except for a few important specialties.

The change in fssil energy costs since 1974 has also produced a quantum jump in

the incentives for the development of improved performance and reliability of

light water reactors in the United States as well as elsewhere in the world.

Incremental costs of energy production with coal are now roughly four times

higher than for nuclear power (versus one-and-a-half to two-times higher prior

to 1974). Incremental production costs with oil are now ten times higher than

for nuclear power (versus three to four times higher compared to 1974). The

full impact of these differences are felt overseas, whereas in the United States

roughly half of the oil production is domestic and is controlled in price at about

half of the world price. However on a national basis, each kilowatt hour of

nuclear production makes a corresponding reduction in the import of oil.

Conversely, each kilowatt hour lost of nuclear plant productivity results in

a corresponding increase in import of oil at the world price.

The incentive for increased effort in light water reactor development can be

roughly quantified as follows. The incentive for a 1% increase in annual

capacity factor for the 20 gigawatts of nuclear plants operating in 1973 was

worth about $16 million per year to the national economy and to rate payers.

In 1980, a 1% increase in capacity factor for the 90 gigawatts then in operation,

will be worth about $325 million per year to the national economy and to the

rate payers. I believe there is a reasonable potential for increasing nuclear

plant capacity factors from a range near 60% to a range near 70%. Such improve-

ment is thus worth over $3 billion per year to the national energy economy in

12



1980, rising to more than twice as much by 1985. There are few, if any, other

areas of energy R&D which can have such a large and direct benefit both on

national economy and conservation of fossil fuel resources as the improved

productivity of light water reactors. (A possible exception is improved

efficiency, and restrictions on use of energy in transportation). Recognition

of the important leverage of light water reactor productivity is even further

advanced in France, Germany and Japan than in the United States. Large, nationally

supported programs are underway in each of these countries, and these may be

expected to be increasingly important in both technical innovation and in contri-

bution to the statistical reliability of power plants.

The United States still has the overwhelmin.; bulk of operating experience which

is the basic testing ground for design and operation methods, and for refinements

in operation and maintenance which are pivotal to realization cf productivity

improvements. The center of gravity of controlled experimentation in basic

engineering science is now overseas in several areas of technology. However,

the preponderence of large-scale experience is still in the U.S. This,

together with increasing sophistication in diagnostic and remedial efforts, and

failure modes and effects analysis, makes continuing bilateral exchange and

cooperative R&D attractive to most countries, despite commercial and proprietary

competetiveness.

The community of interest in increased productivity of nuclear power with

light-water reactors from the standpoint of the taxpayer, the rate payer, the.

bulk-power user, and the producing utilities, transcends commercial and pro-

prietary interest on many topics. Furthermore, as failure modes and effects

analysis becomes more sophisticated on factors which limit plant performance and

reliability, fundamental limitations and basic engineering science are often

uncovered. These limitat::.ons usually lead to fruitful areas of basic R&D which

is generic rather than unique to a particular commercial product. This is

especially true of systems interactions between different components and sub-

systems. Such problems often go beyond the testing capabilities and the

technical and financial resources of component vendors. The overseas efforts

(usually in partnership with a U.S. company, but not always) are particularly

impressive in a number of specific areas, a partial list of which follows:

Fuel development and separate effects testing, Norway (Halden Project);

Sweden (Studsvik and ASEA); Germany (Julich, KWU and Petten); Holland

(Petten) Denmark (Riso); Japan (JAERI); Britain (Harwell, Springfield,

and Winfrith).
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Steam generator and steam generator materials; France, EDF (Renardieres) and

Framatom; Sweden (ASEA); Britain, CEGB Lethzrhead; Japan, Kansai and Mitsubishi.

Austenitic piping and stress corrosion cracking; Sweden (ASEA), Japan (Tokyo)

Electric Power with Toshiba and Hitachi.

Turbine dynamics and materials; Germany KWU; Switzerland, Brown Boveri; Japan

Mitsubishi; United Kingdom, GE Company and CEGB.

Reactor pressure vessels; Germany KWU and Mannes-Mann; Italy Breda-Thermomecanica;

Sweden ASEA; Britain CEGB; Holland, Rotterdam Ship Company.
I

ROLE OF UTILITY INDUSTRY AND EPRI

As noted earlier, the motivation for the increased productivity of base-load

power plants generally, and of nuclear plants specially, have increased sharply

since 1974. On the other hand, the scopes of commercial vendors to supply the

necessary R&D, testing, failure modes and effects analysis, and basic technology

improvement are limited. The limitations are in resources and also (in some

cases) in technical skills and facilities available. To provide the additional

resources and skills, particularly on generic technological issues, national

research organizations have been formed in many countries. Most recently in the

U.S., EPRI was established in 1973, and effectively started operation in 1974.

EPRI has grown rapidly in both staff and research backlog which is now in excess

of $200 milli--n annually and a five-year plan in excess of $1.2 billion. EPRI

has bilateral technical agreements with corresponding organizations in France

(EDF); Britain, CEGB; Sweden, State Power Board; Japan, Criepi and more limited

agreements with Norway, Germany, and Canada. Most of these countries participate

in EPRI technical advisory committees which consist of leading researchers from

industrial laboratories, national laboratories, and research institutes. In

addition, EPRI has specific research efforts in many of the countries listed

previously where unique facilities or skills make such efforts attractive. An

outstanding example is the use of the research talents and facilities at the

Halden reactor project where highly instrumented and controlled experiments on

fuel behavior are conducted. EPRI participates both in the planning and direction

of the basic program, and also conducts in-reactor experiments and analytical

effort specifically designed to the needs of U.S. utilities.
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GENERAL SCOPE OF WORLDWIDE EFFORT ON LIGHT WATER REACTORS

A series of charts attached show the commitment to light-water reactor capacity

construction with breakdown by region and country. Additional charts show many

of the major nuclear research centers which have substantial scope in light

water reactor development and extensive international activities.
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MAIN INTERNATIONAL LIGHTWATER REACTOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

* U.S. COMMERCIAL BILATERALS SIGNIFICANT R&D CONTENT

PER BELGIUM SPAIN

FRANCE SWEDEN

GERMANY (2)

ITALY

JAPAN

BWnR GERMANY SPAIN

ITALY SWEDEN

JAPAN

" UTILITYIJUDp.STRY - EPRI - RED

BILATERALS

UNITED KINGDOM - CEGB

FRANCE, E.D.F.
W. GERMANY, M.S.I.-TUG

NORWAY - iFA

SWEDEN STATE POWER BOARD

JAPAN - CRIEPI

INFORMATION EXCHANGES

DENMARK

HOLLAND

BELGIUM

ITALY

INDIA

USSR

CANADA

SWITZERLAND

* ERDA; MANY BILATERALS, (MOSTLY NOT LWR)

* NRC;.MANY BiLATERAL;; LWR AND LMFBR SAFETY ISSUES ONLY.

-ELZ:DRK

2/25/77
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CLEARR AND TOTAL COMMITMENTS BY G1ON. YEAR END19.i5

INSTALLED K
GIGAWATTS 10 KW HRS/YR 1985

CfE REGI TOTAL* NUC" TOTAL* NUC" %NICLEf

SERC 1. SOUTHEASTERN 172 52 7.8 3.2 42
MAAL 2. MID-ATLANTIC 64 20 2.6 1.2 47
ECAR 3. EAST-CENTRAL 120 17.5 5.9 1.2 21
MAIN 4. MID-AMERICA 66 20 2..7 1.2 44
WSCC 5. WESTERN 143 21 6.2 1.2 19
HPLL 6. NORTHEAST 68 20 2.8 1.0 35
SPP 7. SOUTHWEST 75 10 3.1 .6 20
MARCA 8. MID-CONTINENT 34 7 1.5 .4 25
ERCOT 9. TEXAS 56 5 2.3 .3 14

IQIAL 798 174. 35.2 10.4 30.

(1) NC, SC, GA, FL, TN, AL, PART MO, VA.

(2) NJ, DE, DC, PA, MD.

(3) MI, IN, OH, KY, PARTS PA, MD, VA.

(4) IL, PART WI, MO.

(5) WA, OR, CO, ID, NV, UT, AZ, MT, WY, CO, NM.

(6) NEW ENGLAND AND NY.
(7) AR, OK, LA, KS, PARTS MS, MO, TX.

(8) MN, ND, SD, LA, NE, PART WI, MT.

(9) TX

'OPERATING AND PLANNED UNITS (AS OF 1976) ASSUMING COAL PRODUCTIONRISES TO 810 MILLION TONS IN 1985 VS '400 IN 1975.
UNDER CONSTRUCTION OR OMITTED CONTRACTS AS OF 1976.NERC REPORT, SEPT. 1976.
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WRD C(11tTIt1TS TO POWER REA(CB EGIO1N AND COUNTRY

WESTERN HEMISPHERE (EXCLUDING WIlTED STATES OF AMERICA)

COUNTRY

ARGENTINhA

BRAZIL

CANADA

IEXICO

TOTAL

WO. OF UNITS
OPER. THRU 1980
TYPE NO. OF

HWR

LWR

HWR

LWR

LWR

HWR

2

1

CUMULATIVE
GROSS MW(E)
TO 1980

1015.0

657.0

7726.0

674.0

15

2

3 -1331.0

.8741.017

CUMULATIVE
GROSS fiW(E)
TO 1990

-,r

1015.0

3263.0

12602.0

1348.0

4611.0

13617.0

" ld(E) OF 5REACTORS IS NOT AVAILABLE ( = 2000 - 3000 MWE)
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WORLD COiT1IThENTS TC POWER REACTORS BY REGION AND COUNTRY

" WESTERN EUROPE

FO. OF UNITS
OPER. THRU 1980
TYPE NO. OF

' CUI1ULATIVE
GROSS Mf(E)
TO 1980

C'flUTIVE
GROSS I'(c)
TO 1990

AUSTRIA
BELGI UW
Fl1LAIO
FRANCE

GERIWY
(FEDERAL
REPUBLIC)

ITALY

UXEIIBERG

EOrJAY

SPAII
6A6 *O

SWEDEN

SWITZER LA

WITED KII

.TOTAL

L4R
LWR
LWR
LMR

WAR
FOR
LWR
WAR

FBR
HTGR

LWR
"WR

FBR
LWR

LWR
WR

LWR

IMR
IWR

iID LWR

WMR
1GDOM tIAGNOX

AGR

FBR
HTR

L4R
HIWR

FBR
WIIT

COUNTRY REfARK

1

6

4
27

1

3

22
2
1

2
4

1

1

1

2
1

12

10

2
7
1

26
11

. 1
2
1

133
9

7
1

723.5
3551.2
2262.0

19203.0
77.0

1454.0

18209.0"
164.0
21.0

323.1
1502.0

12.0
39.0

522.0
7.5

9581.0

7584.0
152.0

4724.0
8.5

11520.0
10588.2

100.0
285.0

89969.9
521.0

1799.0
323 1

723.5
5647.2
2262.0
29.0

77.0
1454.0

32682.0
164.0

2348.0
323.1

5484.0

52.0
39.0

522.0
7.5

20237.0

9744.0
152.0

5938.0
8.5

11520.0
10588.2

100.0
285.0

133316.9
561.0

4126.0
323 1

GERATWE
EATO

f CTR
L. WITH

RPMITE
CERATED

?aOR

WRsINC
AGRx
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WORLD COMITMENTS TO POWER REACTORS BY REGION AND COUNTRY
EASTERN EUROPE

COUNTRY

BULGARIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

GERMANY
(DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC)

HUNGARY

POLAiID

USSR

YOGOSLAV IA

TOTAL

TOTAL

N0. OF UNITS

OPER. THRU 1980
TYPE NO. OF

4

4

5

2

LWR

LWR

LWR

LWR

LWR

LWR

FBR

OTHER

LWR

LWR

FBR

OTHER.

ALL

31

4
4

1

47
4
4

'55

CUMULATIVE
GROSS MW(E)
TO 1980

1760.0

1652.0

1680.0

880.0

9984.0

974.0
4000.0

615.0

16571.

974.0

4000.0

21545

CUMMULATIVE
GROSS MW(E)
TO 1990 REIIARKS

17.60.0

1652.0

1680.0

880.0

8000.

9984.0 INCL. 13 PHI
Ei( 

E)

974.0

4000.0

615.0

24571.
974.0

4000.0

29545 *

* MOST COMMITMENTS BEYOND 1980 NOT AVAILABLE
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WORLD C0ITMENTS TO POWER REACTORS BY REG ION AND COUNTRY

ASIA

COUNTRY

INDIA

IRAN

JAPAN

KOREA

PAKISTAN

PHILIPPINES

TAI WAN

TOTAL

N0.

OPER.
TYPE

LWR

HWR

LWR

LWR

HWR

FBR

LWR

HWR

HWR

LWR

LWR

LWR

FBR

HWR

OF UNITS
THRU 1980

NO.. OF

1

4
1

25

1

1

2

2

1

2

3

34

1

4

CUMULATIVE
GROSS MW(E)

TO 1980

210.0 M

910.0

1200.0

18013.6

165.0

32.0

1245.0

679.0

137.0

1200.0

2257.6

24126.2

32.0

981.0

CUMULATIVE

GROSS MW(E)

TO 1990 REARKS

210.0

1380.0

4800.0

21103.6

165.0

332.0

1245.0

1358.0

137.0

1200.0

5143.2

I rAGNOX RE IOr
NCL. WITH s

W(E) OF 1 HWR
.OT INCUE

33701.8

332.0

1660.0

21
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RESEARCH REACTOR AND POWER REACTOR COUNTRIES (1975)
Megawatts Thermal - Research

D20 H20
(Natural * (Enriched Number of Power.Reactors*
Uranium) Uranium) (1975 - 82)

Argentina 1 2
Australia 10
Austria 12 1
Belgium 4 100 8
Brazil 5 . 3

Bulgaria 1 4
Canada 200+ 2 15
Chile 5
China (many)
Czechoslovakia 4 4

Denmark 10 5
Egypt 2
Finland 4
France (many) 39
Germany 67 41 40
EGer m---------------- -severa1 8
greece
Hungary 2 2
India 40 1 5
Iran 5 4
Irag-------------------------------------------.--
Israel 26 2 . 2
Italy 45 13 7
Japan 25 75 27
Korea 4
Luxembourg 1

Mexico 1 2
Netherlands 48 2
Norway 27
Pakistan 5 1
Phillipines 1 2

Poland 10 30 2
Portugal 1
Romania 17
South Africa 20 2
Spain 3 17

Sweden s0 14
Switzerland 20 5 7
Taiwan 40 3
Thailand 1 6
Turkey 1
United Kingdom (manya40
Unie States _------"-- ny -- ""---------143------
Ur uay 1 3USR y (any) 131
Venezuela 3
Yugoslavia 10 1
Zaire ._...

Totals 611MIT 394MNT 453 Units

* Cumulative commitments to January 1977 total 453 power
reactors in 41 countries with a capacity of 343 gigawatts

- (excluding U.S.)
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IYPICALNUCLAR RESEARCH CENTERS - SMALLER COUNTRY IES

ARGENTINA

AUSTRALIA

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

EPAZIL

CHILE

DENMARK

FINLAND

INDIA

ISRAEL

MEXI CO

NEW ZEALAND

NORWAY

PAKISTAN

SOUTH AFIRCA

S. KOREA

THAILAND

YUGOSLAVIA

CNA (BUENOS AIRES)

LUCAS HEIGHTS

SEIBERSDORF

MOL- (CEN-SCK)

ISESA.

SANTIAGO

RISO

HELSINKI SITR

TROMBAY, TATA,

SAHA, POONA,
KALPAKKAM

NEGEV, SOREQ

SALAZAR

OSIR, LOWER HUTT

KJELLER, HALDEN

LAHORE, DACCA,

TANDOJAM

NRC PELINDABA

SEOUL; HS1NcHu

BANGKOK

KIDRIC, STEFAN

REACTORS

4

1

3

3

FUEL

CYCLES

X
X

ADVANCED

REACTORS

HTR

HTR

FBR,
SPEC. SHIFT

X.2

1
3

2

3

2

1

4

1

2

1

1
2

X

X
X

X
X

x

TH-CYCLE

FBR

LWR

LWR

FBR

ELZ.:fRK

2/25/17
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INTERNATIONAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR DEVELOPMENT

Summary of remarks by
John G. Ye7ick

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration

Seven industrial nations are engaged in major efforts to develop a com-

mercial LMFBR: the United ' ttes, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy,

Japan, United Kingdom, and the USSR. Belgium and Netherlands are partners with

Germany in a tri-partite development of the LMFBR. Six of the countries have

built or are building LMFBR demonstration plants (Table 1).

Each of the seven nations have operated or are building experimental

reactors used for irradiating LMFBR fuels and materials ranging up to 100 Mit

thermal (Table 2) including two fast flux test facilities being constructed:

the US-FFTF 400 Mwt, operational in 1979, and Italy-PEC, a 135 Mwt facility,

operational 1980.

Five of the countries are now working on plans to develop, design, construct

and operate a commercial or near-commercial LMFBR.(Table 3)--Japan and Italy have

no definitive plans.

Total world expenditure to commerciality is estimated at about $25 billion

in 1976 dollars.

The French program led by the Commissant a '1' Energie Atomique (CEA) is

characterized by (1) a strong central direction provided by the CEA Adminis-

trator and his staff; (2) the focusing of efforts on one mission at a time with

minimum attention to so-called base programs--first Rapsodie, second Phenix,

third Super-Phenix and finally Saone--twin 1200 Mwe fully commercial LMFBRs;

(3) strong and adequate priority support of the French Government for the LMFBR

program--France is devoted to providing all new electricity generation from

nuclear sources; (4) minimum difficulties with siting and licensing; (5) single

lining of the nuclear industrial community; (6) one French utility customer--

the EDF.

The Federal Republic of Germany's LMFBR program is characterized by (1)

direct implementation by industry of the governments LMFBR program with minimum

government involvement; (2) a strong licensing directorate; (3) difficult siting

and licensing problems; (4) strong environmental opposition; (5) as with France,

a strong focus on specific mission with some exceptions; (6) single lining of
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the nuclear industria: community in Germany but allowing for a tri-partite

development of the LMFBR with Belgium and Netherlands, and now with France;

and (7) the high priority placed by France on the LMFBR not as evidenced in

Germany.

Italy has a strong bias to proceed in the long run to build its own LMFBR

industry. At the present, it is heavily involved with France as the dominant

partner in the development of Super-Phenix. Most of Italy's LMFBR R & D re-

sources are being devoted to this development.

Japan has the strongest incentive to go nuclear and to go LMFBR. A late

starter, it has accomplished much in a few years particularly in the design,

construction and operation of its component test facilities and of its soon-

to-be operated JOYO experimental fast reactor, all at the 0-arai Engineering

Center located near Mito.

The United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority's LMFBR program is characterized

by (1) what can be considered the strongest centralized single-lined government/

industry consortium NRC/NPC; (2) to date relatively few difficulties with siting

and licensing; (3) as with France, a focus on a single mission at a time with a

minimum base program; (4) problems associated with large reserves in generating

capacity and small electricity growth; (5) growing enviromental opposition; (6)

an apparent less than total support by the government, (7) essentially one utility

customer--the CEGB, and (8) difficulties with bringing PFR on-line.

The USSR's LMFBR program though strong to date in physical demonstration

as evidenced by operation of BN-350 and the construction of BN-600, the first

loop type and the second a prototype LMFBR has apparently lost momentum.

The U.S. LMFBR. program as contrasted to programs of other nations has a

broader base program effort; has started late in LMFBR demonstration; has a

large competitive nuclear industry with many customers; and cannot be said to

have a strong central direction as in most of the foreign countries.

The U.S. has FBR agreements with five countries--France, Germany, Japan,

United Kingdom and the USSR. An agreement is being negotiated with Italy which

has a strong LMFBR interest and a modest LMFBR program and a broader agreement

with Japan is also being negotiated. The objective of these agreements is to

engage in mutually beneficial equitably balanced LMFBR cooperation, avoiding

duplication of efforts where possible.
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In general the agreements cover the following elements of the LMFBR pro-

gram: physics, safety, fuels and materials, fuel cycle (fabrication, repro-

cessing, waste management), reactor systems and components, sodium technology,

test facilities, quality assurance, reactor design and operation, and'economic

and environmental conditions. The forms of cooperation used in implementing

the agreements include: joint'seminars, exchange of scientists/engineers to

work, short visits, exchange of equipment, exchange of documentation, and joint

projects.

Each agreement is managed by Joint Coordinating Committees with 5 to 9

members on each side meeting annually alternately in each country. Each Joint

Coordinating Committee implements, coordinates and reviews all aspects of the

particular agreement. Joint Working. Groups are set up by the Joint Coordinating

Committee to deal with specific blocks of areas. These Working Groups with their

counterparts in other countries arrive at specific agreements to be recommended

to and approved by the particular Joint Coordinating Committee.

Implementation of the four agreements has been accelerated since the signing

of the above noted agreements. Three U.S. Working Groups (Safety, Fuels and

Materials, Systems and Components) and two U.S. Working Groups (Fuels and Materi-

als and Plant Experience) have met with their German, UK and Japanese counterparts

and arrived at substantive joint cooperative efforts for the future.

For example, the U.S./USSR accomplishments to date include: three Joint

FBR Coordinating Committee meetings; four joint seminars; exchange of physics

breeding ratio calculations; and exchange of steam generator and intermediate

heat exchanger tubing for test. Four joint seminars will be held in 1977-78 on

physics, components, steam generators, fuel clad. Joint cooperation is underway

in the areas of steam generator leak test and analysis and leak detection, carbon

transport, and fuel clad material. Negotiations are proceeding to test a Clinch

River Breeder Reactor steam generator evaporator in USSR BN-350 at CRBR con-

ditions.
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Table 1. Worldwide LMFBR Demonstration Plants

Name of LMFBR MWe Date of Operation

France Phenix 250 1973
Germany SNR-300 300 1981
Japan MONJU 300 1984
United Kingdom PFR 250 1974
U.S. CRBRP 375 1983
USSR BN-350 350 1973
USSR BN-600 600 1979

Table 2. Worldwide LMFBR Experimental Reactors

Country

France
Germany
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
U.S.

USSR

Name of Reactor

Rapsodie
KNK-II
PEC
JOYO
DFR( 2 )
EBR-II
FERMI( 3 )
FFTF
BR-10
BOR-60

MWt. MWe Power Operation

40
58

118
100(1)

60
62.5
200
400
10
60

21.3

15
20
61

12

1967
1977
1979
1977
1963
1965
1963
1979
1973
1969

50 initially
To be decommissioned 1977
Decommissioned 1973

Table 3. Worldwide Plans for Commercial LMFBRs

Country

France
Germany
United Kingdom
USSR
U.S.

Name of LMFBR

Super-Phenix
SNR-2
CFR
BN-1600
PLB(3)

MWe

1200
1300
1300
1600
1000

Date of Operation

1982
1988

Late 1980s
Late 1980s

1988
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INTERNATIONAL FUSION REACTOR DEVELOPMENT*

Summary of remarks by
Paul J. Reardon

Princeton University

I. The attractiveness of fusion as an ultimate energy resource has inspried

worldwide interest. Many nations are currently sponsoring'fusion research

programs, although most of these are small. Because the goal of fusion will

require major achievements in science and technology, it is a natural subject

of international cooperation. Such cooperation has indeed been achieved and

it is continuing to grow, thereby setting a standard for other international

energy research and development programs to follow. Four major programs lead

the worldwide effort to provide coordinated development of fusion sicence and

technology. These four leaders are the United States, the Western European

members of the Commission of the European Communities, Japan and the Soviet

Union. Br'af descriptions of these latter programs are given below.

A. Commission of the European Communities (Euratom)

Euratom has not had a separate fusion research and development program of

its own until recently. Most of the fusion research has been performed in

nationally funded laboratories within the individual member states. The largest

fusion laboratories are those at Culham in England, Fontenay-aux-Roses in France

and the Max Planck Institute for Plasma Physics at G- Thing in Germany. The

primary emphasis in the European fusion program has been on the tokamak approach

to fusion and each of the major laboratories has a significant tokamak experi-

ment and theory project. The primary alternate concept in Europe is the high

density pinch as pursued in the reversed field pinch experiments at Culham and

the high beta stellarator work at Garching.

The next stage of fusion research, corresponding to the Tokamak Fusion Test

Reactor (TFTR) in the United States, at the present, appear to be too costly for

any individual nation of the European Community to pursue by itself. The Euratom

Commission has therefore provided both funding (80%) and leadership in support

of the Joint European Torus (JET). This is a large tokamak designed to use

deuterium-tritium fuel in its later stages of operation. An international design

team was assembled at Culham in 1973. Construction was to start in 1976 and be

completed in 1980. Unfortunately, there has been great difficulty in choosing a

site for the JET device and no decision had been reached by mid-January 1977.
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B. Japan

Fusion research and development has been given a very high priority in

Japan and the level of effort is growing rapidly. Much of the initial basic

research was done at the Institute for Plasma Physics at Nagoya University prior

to 1969. In the period 1969-74 a broader based program was instituted at the

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) with the construction of two small

tokamaks. University programs in stellarator research at Nagoya and Heliotron

(a modification of a stellarator having a separatrix totally within the confine-

ment volume) studies at Kyoto continued under the Ministry of Education. Other

university programs are conducted at Nihon, Tokyo and Osaka Universities.

A new phase of fusion research in Japan began in 1975 with plans for a large

tokamak, the JT-60, designed to produce fusion reactor conditions in a hydrogen

plasma.

C. USSR

The Soviet fusion effort is large and broadly based. As was the case for

the other major fusion programs, the primary emphasis has been on the tokamak,

which receives over 50% of the total fusion funding. The lead laboratory for

fusion research in the Soviet Union is the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow. It

was here that the first tokamaks were built and it remains pre-eminent in this

field. A number of rather small, specia'ized tokamaks have been used to inves-

tigate specific aspects of plasma confinement and heating. Thus electron cy-

clotron heating has been studied on the TM-3 tokamak, neutral beam heating on

the T-ll, non-circular plasma cross sections on the T-8 and T-9 and divertor

action on the T-12 which is just coming into operation. A new, larger system,

the TB-0, will combine neutral beam heating and divertor operation in about 1980.

Additional supporting tokamak research is conducted at the Ioffe Institute in

Leningrad, the Physico-Technical Institute in Sukhumi, and the Kharkov Physical

Institute. Most of the technical apparatus for many of the devices is designed

and constructed at the Ephremor Institute in Leningrad. The Soviet T-10 tokamak,

at the Kurchatov Institute, started operation in 1975 and, with the PLT at Princeton,

represents the largest size tokamak currently in use. Although different in many

aspects of their design, PLT and T-10 are roughly comparable in terms of the plasmas

produced. A major modification of the T-10, to be known as T-10M, has recently

been authorized. It will use large-3 meter bore-superconducting magnets for the

confining field and is planned to begin operation in 1980. A larger tokamak
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system, the T-20, is in the early design phase. It will burn deuterium-tritium

fuel and serve as a plasma physics test bed for a fusion-fission hybrid reactor.

Removable modules outside the plasma region will be used to test blanket cooling

and fuel breeding. Discussions are in an advanced stage between the Electric

Power Research Institute in Palo Alto and the Kurchatov Institute to provide a

cooperative program utilizing the test modules of the T-20. Full operation is

not expected until the mid to late 1980's. The Soviet program in stellarator

research provides a back-up to the tokamak program.

II. INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (IAEA)

The International Atomic Energy Agency was created by the United Nations

to coordinate and encourage research in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy on

a worldwide basis. The organization is headquartered in Vienna, Austria. Fusion

is only one of the many areas of interest supported by the IAEA. Others include

basic physical sciences, life sciences, nuclear power and reactors, nuclear-

safeguards, environmental protection and safeguards. The IAEA publishes many

journals, holds major conferences and smaller workshops and maintains an Inter-

national Center for the Theoretical Physics in Trieste. Every two years the

Agency sponsors a worldwide Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear

Fusion Research. The last two conferences were held in Tokyo, Japan, in 1974

and Berchtesgarden, Germany, in 1976 and were each attended by some 600 leading

scientists. All aspects of fusion research are discussed and the complete

papers are subsequently published as supplements to the journal "Nuclear Fusion."

In addition the IAEA sponsors limited participation workshops on specific topics

such as the design of large tokamak systems. One or two such workshops are held

annually. A meeting on fusion reactor design will be held at Madi;on, Wisconsin,

in.October 1977 to continue this series. The fusion related activities of the

IAEA are guided by the International Fusion Research Council (IFRC). The member-

ship of the IFRC includes the directors of the major fusion programs in the U.S.A.,

USSR, Japan and EURATOM as well as delegates from Britain, Australia, France,

Germany, Italy, Netherlands, and Sweden. This group meets once or twice each

year to review progress and discuss plans for the future. General policy guide-

lines are formulated for the IAEA fusion activities as they relate to the major

conferences, workshops and publications. Possible new IAEA fusion initiatives

are also discussed at the IFRC meetings.
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INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY (IEA)

The IEA was created in 1974 with strong United States backing. It is, in

part, a response to the oil boycott of 1973-74. Under the terms of its basic

charter, all members of the IEA agree to share their oil resources in the event

of new shortages or boycotts. They also agree to cooperate in research on

energy conservation and the development of new energy resources. Membership is

open to all members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

headquartered in Paris, France. Communist bloc and OPEC nations are excluded

from membership.

Fusion research is one of the many projects being undertaken within the

framework of the IEA. A Fusion Power Coordinating Committee (IEA/FPCC) was

organized in 1975 for the purpose of planning and coordinating IEA fusion acti-

vities. The IEA/FPCC meets twice each year in Paris. The principal members of

the IEA/FPCC are the United States, Japan, and members of Euratom and Canada.

At present three significant fusion related activities have been initiated

under IEA sponsorship. The first of these is the participation of interested

Agency member groups in the design, construction and subsequent operation of

an intense neutron source facility to be built at Los Alamos for the testing

of fusion reactor materials. The second project will enable participating

nations to provide large superconducting magnet coils for test and evaluation

in the Large Coil Test Facility to be built at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

All the design and test information developed in this major project will be

shared among all the active participants. The third cooperative project is a

study of the interaction between plasmas and the confining vacuum vessel walls.

The focus of these activities will be the Textor Tokamak at Julich, Germany.

IV. U.S.- USSR COOPERATION

Informal meetings and visits began after the declassification of fusion

research in 1958. No formal agreement existed until 1973 when President Nixon

and Chairman Brezhnev signed an agreement in nuclear energy research and develop-

ment. A specific subordinate protocol on fusion research was signed in February

1974.

Under the terms of the cooperative agreement a Joint Fusion Power Coordina-

ting Committee (JFPCC) meets annually to reaffirm the exchange program for the

remainder of that year and formulate a proposed agenda for activities in the
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following year. At JFPCC meetings each nation discusses its recent results

and future plans as well as any other topics needing special attention. The

membership of the Committee includes the eight senior members of the fusion

community in each country; the meetings are held in the Soviet Union in even

numbered years and in the United States in odd numbered years.

This exchange program has grown very rapidly. The initial visits were

primarily orientation trips to acquaint each side with the facilities and pro-

grams and personnel of the other side. This preliminary phase was followed by

the present program which contains a balanced blend of short visits and seminars,

long term working visits, basic plasma physics theory and experiments, and many

aspects of technology development. This exchange program allows each nation to

obtain the benefits of the backup programs pursued by the other to provide a

broad base for future development without unnecessary duplication. In mainline

concepts both nations work in parallel but the major large, expensive facilities

are designed to be interweaved in terms of performance and operating data. In

this way, neither nation relies upon the other for a critical developmental step

but each program receives the benefits of the other's intermediate activity.

*

The above information is an excerpt from a larger description of International

Activity in Fusion Research which was prepared by the ERDA Division of Magnetic

Fusion Energy.
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Summary of remarks by
William R. Kimel

University of Missouri - Columbia

The fuel commonly used in power reactors around the world is low enrich-

ment uranium dioxide. This material is of no value to potential weapons makers.

Someone diverting low enrichment uranium has stolen a material which cannot be

used directly to produce an explosive or even a radiological weapon. However,

the only real barrier against anyone or any organization using highly enriched

uranium to make nuclear explosives is the cost and difficulty of enriching

kilogram quantities of uranium to the 20 percent of higher enrichments requited

to assemble an explosive device of reasonable mass and volume. It should be

remembered that a part of the high enriched uranium for the bomb detonated at

Hiroshima included U-235 separated by calutrons (large mass spectrometers) at

Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The technology to obtain highly enriched uranium-

235 by this means is available to any nation or organization who wishes to pay

the costs for providing and operating the necessary mass spectrometers. Note

that this technology has nothing to do with commercial nuclear power production.

The nuclear fission process however produces in addition to power the ele-

ment plutonium. What about the plutonium produced as the by-product of the

fission process? Plutonium is probably the fissionable material used in the

typical weapons arsenals of those nations possessing significant numbers of

nuclear weapons. But the material is not obtained from power reactors for a

very simple reason. The plutonium produced by nuclear power reactors is con-

taminated with isotopes of plutonium other than Pu-239 that make it difficult

to the point of an impossibility to produce an explosive from these materials.

The capability to produce a low burnup "weapons grade" plutonium using only

natural and available materials and technology that is common to nuclear en-

gineering textbooks (including the provision of compositions and design details)

is available and has been for years. This capability concerns the use of natural

uranium in association with a graphite moderated heterogeneous critical reactor.

This is the design used in the Hanford' production reactors and also the route

followed by the Indian Government. Their bomb had nothing to do with commercial

power production. Also note that no enrichment is required and denial of enrich-

ment technology or commercial nuclear power will not change this situation.
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Commenting on the issue of proliferation in his excellent article in the

January 22 issue of the Saturday Review, Thomas C. Shelling, of the JFK School

of Government at Harvard University states, "As I see it, the main conclusion

to emerge from all this is that -the role of nuclear energy in America should be
decided substantially on its economic merits, with due regard to health and

environment, and not as a matter of weapons proliferation. This is not because

the weapons dangers are manageable; in fact, they may prove unmanageable, but

they will not be managed through domestic nuclear policy. The dangers are real;

they are so real that the symbolic act of suppressing nuclear power in America

will not make them go away.

Si;pose we could terminate once and for all the danger of the prolif era-

tion of nuclear explosives by ending at the same time all the economic benefits

of nuclear energy. In a world of growing populations, in desperate need of

growing living standards, and wit: finite supplies of fossil fuels, would you

take the bombs and the electricity, or would you suppress them both?

The practical fact is that no matter how I or anyone else feels about it,

nuclear power is going to be a highly regulated industry, and nuclear exports

will be treated as national-security policy first, commercial policy second.

Thoge who would willingly give up the blessings of nuclear power to rid the world

of the curse of nuclear weapons have my sympathy, and if they had a way to do it,

probably my support. But you cannot make the curse go away by giving up the

promise."

This position makes obvious sense, The questions yet to be resolved con-

cern how best to minimize the potential threat to the world's population.
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Summary of remarks by
Lewis A. Dunn

Hudson Institute

There is a growing understanding that future evaluation of proposed nuclear

exports activities and of domestic nuclear energy choices will have to take into

account these activities' and choices' possible impacts upon nuclear proliferation.

Assuming that a negative proliferation impact can be shown to exist in a specific

case, one key question is how much to pay to avoid it. Among other factors--

e.g., consideration of that impact's magnitude--an answer to this question pre-

supposes a prior assessment of the dangers of life in a proliferated world.

Some persons would minimize those dangers. Such persons have not sufficiently

thought through the likely characteristics of a proliferated world) entailing

the spread of nuclear weapons to politically unstable, economically and tech-

nologically less developed Third World countries and involving the nuclearization

of regional strategic situations already the foci of politizo-military conflict.

Rather, in such an environment policymakers would confront, among other risks,

those of unauthorized, terrorist, anonymous, and calculated nuclear-weapon use;

nuclear blackmail and "local Munichs"; superpower clashes arising out of Nth

country disputes; and the slow conventionalization of nuclear weapons as small

power nuclear wars eroded the nuclear threshold. Not least importantly, efforts

to manage the dangers of a proliferated world might lead to the corrosion of

political authority and legitimacy within the Western democracies, as liberal

democratic values and procedures gave way in an attempt to protect against pro-

liferation's dangers and to restore a lost sense of security. Put simply, a

world of many more nuclear-weapon states is likely to be an increasingly competi-

tive and nasty place, one in which the United States and other nations would find

their security and domestic well-being directly threatened in a variety of ways.

Thus, as suggested by former President Ford's October 28 statement on nuclear

policy, negative proliferation impacts whould be weighted heavily in evaluating

nuclear exports activities and domestic energy choices.
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Summary of remarks prepared by
W. A. Higinbotham
and presented by

Raymond J. Parsick
Brookhaven National Laboratory

This paper briefly explains the reasons for national and international

safeguards systems, describes the safeguards functions of the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and discusses some of the United Stites' programs

that support the IAEA.

National systems are designed to prevent theft of nuclear materials or

acts of sabotage which could threaten the public. Possible consequences are:

fabrication of a nuclear explosive, dispersal of plutonium, or sabotage of a

nuclear power reactor. Every nation with appreciable amounts of nuclear material

has an incentive to apply safeguards. There is also a mutual interest in national

safeguards systems, since nuclear material stolen in one country might be used in

another..

The international objective is to prevent further proliferation of nuclear

weapons, or at least to slow it down.. Measures to control proliferation may be

taken-unilaterally, in cooperation with other nations (e.g., the nuclear sup-

plier nations), on a regional basis, or on a global basis. Only the last of

these will be considered below.

In the U.S., the perception of the threats to nuclear materials and facili-

ties has changed from time-to-time, and the nature of the safeguards applied has

changed in response. From 1945 to 1955, the principal concern was to protect

nuclear materials from potential nuclear enemies. In the next ten years, industry

became involved in research and production, and there was relatively little con-

cern about theft or sabotage of non-military materials. It was a period, however,

when increasing attention was paid to protection of nuclear weapons and of the

military, production facilities.

This is not the place to describe domestic safeguards in detail. It is

perhaps worth mentioning that the U.S. safeguards program is dynamic. It is a

continuing process of threat analysis, consequence estimation, system design,

system implementation, inspection anc evaluation by both the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) and the Energy Research and Development Agency.. As a result
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of this continuing process, NRC last week announced new and more stringent

requirements for the physical protection of power reactors and for facilities

possessing significant amounts of highly enriched uranium or plutonium.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was proposed by President

Eisenhower in 1953 and was established by the United Nations in 1957. The

Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty was proposed to the UN by the Irish Republic

in 1959. The U.S., USSR and UK agreed on its general terms in the fall of 1966

and the treaty came into being in 1970. Nuclear weapon powers subject to the

NPT agree not to transfer nuclear weapons or weapon technology to other states

and pledge to negotiate in good faith to reduce their nuclear weapon stockpiles.

Non-nuclear weapon states, signatories to the treaty, offer to put their nuclear

facilities under IAEA safeguards. Some important nations have not yet ratified

the NPT. Some nuclear facilities in these nations are under IAEA safeguards by

requirement of the nations that supplied those facilities. Also, the U.S. and

the UK volunteered to place their non-military nuclear facilities under IAEA

safeguards.

In 1971, the Board of Governors of the IAEA defined the arrangements to be

made between NPT signatories and the IAEA for applicE.tion of IAEA safeguards to

the facilities within a state. This document says that the principal safeguards

method for the IAEA will be material accounting, supplemented by containment and

surveillance. Each facility is to provide design information and material reports

to the Agency. The latter should have the opportunity to verify the facility

measurements.

To implement those procedures, it is necessary to negotiate a "facility

attachment" or specific agreement for each facility, a process which has turned

out to be more tedious than had been anticipated. Consequently, those negotia-

tions with Euratom and Japan are :way behind schedule and they have not yet

started with the U.S.

The original idea was that the IAEA safeguards should give timely warning

that a state was breaking its pledge to refrain from making nuclear "devices",

timely in the sense that other nations could take measures of defense or in

retaliation. Under the best of circumstances, this puts a heavy burden on the

IAEA. The Agency has to do more than to determine that it sees no diversion;

it should say that no diversion has taken place! Accountability must be based

on measurements which have some inherent uncertainties. The uncertainties
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achievable today are in the range of 0.1 percent of the material processed. At

large, modern fuel processing facilities, these uncertainties might mask signi-

ficant diversions. In addition, it is unlikely that IAEA verification will be

as accurate as the facility accounts.

Another problem, which has been recognized, is that certain future facili-

ties, such as reprocessing or enrichment plants, could by their nature, have

on-hand large stockpiles of high enriched uranium or plutonium, which could be

converted into nuclear weapons in a matter of days, rather than months. Conse-

quently, multinational operation and other schemes are being considered, and

ERDA is reconsidering all possible alternative nuclear fuel cycles to see if

such facilities could be avoided.

Now, on to U.S. technical assistance: The U.S. has, of course, played a

key roll in the development of IAEA policies and programs. The U.S. has en-

couraged-the IAEA to test its safeguards at U.S. reactors, fuel-fabrication

and reprocessing plants. For ten years the U.S. AEC-ERDA has developed non-

destructive assay instrumentaion for the IAEA and the Arms Control and Disarma-

ment Agency (ACDA) has supported development of tamper-indicating surveillance

equipment.

This program of technical assistance has moved into high gear recently. The

U.S. Government is funding a 5-year program at a level of about two million

dollars a year. Last fall the IAEA staff assessed its needs and presented us

with a long list of requests. Some of those are rather easy to fulfill, e.g.,

to send an expert to Vienna to explain how to use a fancy mass spectrometer,

which the U.S. recently donated. There are a number of requests for training

programs for IAEA inspectors. Some in-depth studies of safeguards for future

facilities, or for highly sophisticated instrumentaion, will require substantial

amounts of R & D. This program is funded, organized ard underway. It is hoped

that other member states will cooperate in providing this sort of technical support.

Perhaps even more important is sympathetic political support. Due to the

limitationsinherent in material account4 ig, mentioned above, the U.S. and some

other member nations are beginning to s..dy how measures of containment and

surveillance might be employed to improve the credibility of IAEA safeguards.

When the.IAEA begins to negotiate facility attachment, with the U.S., we can and

should set an example of cooperation to assure that IAEA safeguards here will be

as effective as possible.
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The IAEA might not survive if the member states should consider it a nui-

sance and put obstacles in its way. But, if the member states would consider

it to be the way to prove to the world that they are respecting the NPT, then

it may become a bridge to true world control of nuclear energy.
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Summary of remarks by
Gregory Jones
Pan Heuristics

The basic problem in limiting the spread is that in the next ten years

many countries can come within weeks or even hours of making nuclear weapons

without any possibility of being curbed by "safeguards" since safeguards are

designed only to detect illegal "diversions." On present rules, non-weapon

countries can legally acquire highly concentrated fissible uranium or plutonium

in the course of civilian research or the generation of electricity. That would

increase the desire of regional adversaries to do the same, and lower the poli-

tical and economic price of doing so. Such developments have been encouraged

by the incoherence and carelessness of the policies of the U.S. and other nuclear

suppliers.

On October 28, the U.S. announced a major change: we no longer consider it

necessary to separate and use plutonium as a fuel, and we won't do so unless the

world community can "effectively overcome the associated risks of proliferation."

That deals with power reactor plutonium, which, on the old export rules, would be

the largest quantity of fissile material spread. It is necessary and feasible

also to deal with plutonium produced in "research" reactors by getting spent fuel

returned; and to restrict access to highly enriched uranium and to technologies

of enrichment.

The change in policy was due to bipartisan concern and was long overdue.

That is shown by the inconsistency of our past policy: e.g., we did not export

isotopic or chemical separation plants but did export separated plutonium and

highly enriched uranium which are the products of such plants and closer to a

bomb than the facilities themselves. Our past policy assumed that plutonium was

both safe and necessary. It is neither. Power reactor plutonium in a primitive

implosion device could reliably yield a kiloton or more. In a war in the Middle

East, for example, such weapons would mean the death of millions rather than

thousands.

Nor has plutonium been shown to be necessary on grounds of economics or

conservation. Calculations of colleagues show that the costs of recycling plu-

tonium in LWRs exceed the costs of fresh uranium fuel. Most important, even if

plutonium recycling were costless, it could make only about a one percent difference
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in the delivered kilowatt hour cost of nuclear electricity. The conservation

argument should be related to the economics. We are not impelled to extract

plutonium from spent fuel any more than we are presently moved to extract the

enormous quantities of uranium from sea water. It depends on the costs. But

even if one were optimistic about the costs of using plutonium in LWRs, the

private cost savings would be trivial. The social costs plainly domina-te.

It has been argued that while power reactor plutonium can be used as an

explosive, would-be nuclear countries won't use it that way. They can get

better plutonium more cheaply and easily by building reactors specifically for

the purpose of producing plutonium and not for generating electricity. However,

if one has already paid for a power reactor, the relevant economic figure is not

the total, but the marginal or extra, cost to get bomb material, given the fact

that one has paid for the reactor anyway. And the more important costs are

political for any program designed overtly to get plutonium for a weapon. That

is why the Pakistanis, the Koreans, and Taiwanese deny that they are ding any

such thing. It would hurt them militarily, economically and politically. It is

much easier to get the financial and technical assistance and trading relations

necessary for a power reactor..
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Summary of remarks by
Martin J. Steindler

Argonne National Laboratory

Attention to proliferation of nuclear weapons has increased sharply with

the pre-election policy statement by President Ford. Discussions and written

material on the proliferation of weapons have generally confused objectives

and this confusion has-been transferred into the national discussions. Little

information appears to be available that clearly defines the rates of prolifera-

tion or the participants against which a particular approach is to be effective.

It is suggested that the vague nature of the obvious objectives for an anti-

proliferation activity may mask a much more complex underlying rationale.

There is little disagreement with the desire to reduce the risk of nuclear

war. The central issue is the identification of methods that are likely to

accomplish this goal without assured deleterious consequences. The elimination

of commercial reprocessing of spent fuel in the United States is claimed to be

an action that has a significant anti-proliferation impact and serves as an

example of proposals that have little, if any, benefits but show potentially

crippling effects.

Nuclear technology is now available world-wide and little can be done to

reverse this fact. Several hundred reactors are operating or are under con-

struction. More than a dozen reprocessing facilities exist outside the U.S.

Tens of thousands of trained scientists are active in the nuclear field. Multi-

national corporations have access to nuclear technology. International agree-

ments and cooperation include the exchange and training of technical personnel.

A wide range of incentives including social, economic, and political factors

are identifiable to continue the spread of nuclear technology, especially re-

lated to the production of power. All of these factors make it clear that there

is no technologic fix applicable to the problem of proliferation of weapons.

A focus on scenarios normally developed to illustrate the consequence of

nuclear - eapon proliferation reveals two important aspects. Nuclear power pro-

duction does not play a role in the weapon development. Further, the scenarios

deal with terrorism, blackmail, spread of social ideologies, or other human

attributes. None of these deal with technology or technologic issues.
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The conclusions easily drawn from these facts are that the problem of

non-proliferation is very largely a social and institutional problem, that

technology has been asked to provide solutions to a problem it has not

originated and cannot even address in a meaningful way, that the lack of

attention to consequences has made many of the non-proliferation objectives

difficult to evaluate, and that the political practitioners should be required

to be at the effective forefront of the effort to halt the spread of nuclear

weapons.
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PANEL ON NUCLEAR EXPORT AND PROLIFERATION

Selected viewgraphs accompanying remarks by

Edwin L. Zebroski

Electric Power Research Institute
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6

- DEMILITARIZING NUCLEAR ENERGY

1945 BARUCH PLAN FOR INTERNATIONAL CONTROL
(TRUMAN - ATLEE-KING PROPOSALS)

1946 RUSSIA REJECTS - WILL CONSIDER ONLY ON

BASIS OF EQUALITY

1946 U.S. WITHDRAWS COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS -
BRITAIN, (FRANCE)

DEC. 1953 EISENHOWER STRAUSS PLAN ATOMS FOR PEACE

1954 ATOMIC ENERGY ACT

1955 GENEVA CONFERENCE

1956 INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

-WORLDWIDE SAFEGUARDS PLAN

IAEA-CIR-66

-CIVILIAN/MILITARY DISTINCTIONS

- EURATOM SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS ON ARMS CONTROL

1. ANTARTIC TREATY 1959

2. LIMITED TEST BAN TREATY 1963

3. OUTER SPACE TREATY 1967

4. TREATY FOR THE PROHIBITION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

IN LATIN AMERICA 1967

5. TREATY ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR
WEAPONS 1968

6. SEA-BED ARMS CONTROL TREATY 1971

7. BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION 1972

8. SALT-ABM TREATY (SALT-1) AND SALT INTERIM AGREEMENT
1972

ELZ 1/77



THE SFMANTCS nO PROLIFFIRAIIO

KEY DISTINCTIONS

1. GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT DECISIONS (BY WEAPONS POWERS) TO

- NEGOTIATIONS ON LIMITATIONS - - DISCUSSIONS

- LIMIT OR REDUCE GROWTH.OR DEPLOYMENT, OR

- INCREASE WEAPONS OR DELIVERY SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT J R

2. GROWTH OF NUMBER OF GOVERNMENTS DECIDIrG TO QDE

E.LEaR.EAPQ%
POLITICAL OR MARGINAL MILITARY WEAPON SEVEN ROUTES

STRATEGIC WEAPONS AVAILABLE NOT

-C A REQUIRING CIVILIAN
-TACT ICAL WEAPONS NUCLEAR POWER

3. GROWTH OFGOVERNMENT DECISIONS TO

- REACTORS ONLY

- REACTORS AND FUEL CYCLE)

WITH INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS OR--

WITHOUT INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS
IMPLIES EVENTUAL WEAPONS OPTION)

4. GROWTH OF P SSII1LITIES FOR VERSION BY SUB-NATIONAL GROUPS

- C.EASEDMILITARY

VOLUME

- ItCEAnCy.E.L1Lj
VOLUME

(REPROCESS ING,OR
INERESG WEAPONS OR

DEPLOYMENTS MATER IALS

REACTOR SPENT FUEL,
OR REPROCESSED FUEL MATERIALS

ELZ:DRK
2/21/77
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IHEEI GHI-EOLDWAYS f13ET NUCLEARiEAPONSJATERInLS

AFTER DECISION TO PREPARE FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS CAPABILITY, WHAT TECHNICAL

CHOICES ARE AVAILABLE IN 1977?

RESEARCH REACTOR f NATURAL U-D20
EOR ENRICHED2U

WtERE u5E.

(INDIA)

0

COsTi

V. LOW

LOW

SUPPORT

TECHNOLOGY

LOW

MED

PRODUCTION REACTOR - NATURAL U US, USSR, CHINA, MED MED M
UK, FRANCEMEMDM

POWER REACTOR f NATURAL U US, UK, FRANCE, USSR HIGH MED M
\OR ENRICHED U 0 HIGH HIGH L

DIFFUSION CASCADE US, UK, FRANCE HIGH HIGH L

CENTRIFUGE CASCADE USSR, CHINA?
(GERMCANY), (HOLLAND) MED MED M

AERODYNAMIC JET CASCADE (GERMANY)
(SOUTH AFRICA) HIGH MED L

ELECTROMAGNETIC SEPARATION US MED HIGH M

NEUTRON GENERATOR (ACCELERATOR)
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AVAILABLE ROUTES TO WEAPONS MATERIALS

1976

ISOTOPE TOPPING

SEPARATION (1) UECASCADE

URANIUM LOW TEMPERATURE CHEMICAL PLUTONIUM

EATRUSEPARATION OR U-233

HIGH TEMPERATURE FUEL

REACTORS ANDUS

ELECTRIC POWER

WEAPONS

MATERIALS

(1) DIFFUSION PLANT, OR CENTRIFUGE PLANT, OR JET SEPARATION PLANT;

10 COUNTRIES 1976 MAIN PRODUCTION ROUTE USED BY
WEAPON'S COUNTRIES (CHEAP, RAPID
EXPANSION POSSIBLE)

r- POSSIBLE ROUTE WITH POWER REACTO
(COSTLY. RAPID EXPANSION NOT POS

POTENTIAL DIVERSION OR COVERT RO
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MILITARY STYLE REPROcESSIiG -ChARACTERISTICS

* O CIVIL'IAI RESTRAINTS

ENVI ROWIEITAL, SAFEGUARDS, SAFETY, ECONOMICS

LOW OVERHEAD IN MILITARY CONTEXT

" flIiIH~ii SCALE OF PRODUCTION
ABOUT 30 KG CMAY PRODUCES 8 WEAPONS/YEAR FROM NATURAL
URAIUi FUEL

BASIL.FACWIUTY COST < $2 MILLION

T iCAL OPERATING COST - 0.2 MILLION/YEAR MATERIALS
15 MAN-YEARS/YR

0 "BARE ot";t? %'P D PE ATB IO1OSSBILE
"ONE SHOT" DIRTY OPERATION; 2 TO 4 WEAPONS

FACILITY COST: $100,000

iATERIALS: < $20,O0fl

SKL'L5: 2 CHEICAL ENGINEERS OF. B.S. LEVEL CHEMISTS
2 TO 4 TECHN1CIAIS WITH AUTO MECHANIC OR

LOW-PRECISION MACHINE SHOP SKILLS

* CONCLUS10 ':

. MiLITARY STYLE RECOVERY OF PLUTOIIIU,*FROM SPENT FUEL

. OF ANY TYPE OF REACTOR IS SIPLE, CHEAP, RAPID AND REQUIRES

NO UNUSUAL SKILLS OR KIIOVHO'. THE ASSUMPTION OF SIGNIFICANT

TECHNICAL OR ECONOMIC CONSTRAINT IS UNSUPPORTABLE FOR MOST

COUNTRIES

OR U-233 IF THORIUM CYCLE IS USED

ELZ:
3/7/77

CONSTRAINTS ON CIVILIA SPENT FUEL REPRgOCESSING

" ENVIRONiENITAL

NEAR-ZERO EFFLUENTS AND MONITORING

SITING ACCEPTIBILITY; PUPLIC CONCERIIS

WASTE STORAGE AND PROCESSING

HEALTH RISKS AND OCCUPATIONAL LIMITS

" SAFETY

MEET SEISMIC CRITERIA

MULTIPLE CONTAINMENT
CONTINUOUS FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS REVIEW

* E6LATURY
INTENSIVE PROCEDURAL CONTROLS

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND DOCUMENTATION

CONTINUED REVIEW AND RETROFIT

" 5AFEGUARDS

-MULTIPLE LEVELS OF PHYSICAL SECURITY
ON-LINE ACCOUNTABILITY

COMMUNICATION AND CONTROL

REACTION FORCE

* ECfltIDML

HIGH OVERHEAD COSTS TO MEET ABOVE REQUIREMENTS FORCES
MI NtI MUM ECONOMIC SIZE 100) Tat/YEAR PLANT
CAPITAL INVESTMENT >$1 TO 2 BILLION

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY ESSENTIAL SOPHISTICATED ENGINEERING REQUIRED
RIGID ECONOMIC TARGET RECYCLE FUEL; COSTS MUST BE LESS THAN

FRESH I1 FIlFI



STRATEGIC CHARACTERISTICS OF POWER REACTORS VERSUS PRODUCTION. REACTORS AND FUEL CYCLE SUPPORT. OF EACH
DUTIrONREArT RSPWER REACTORS

RESEA
_REA&

COST $ MILLIONS X5-2

LOW TEMPERATURE, NATURAL URANIUM
SMALL MINIMUM

RCH PRODUCTION PLUTONIUM RE-
JoR REACTORS ELANL
!0 1 50-100 1 0-20

HIGH TEMPERATURE

REACTOR
ONLY

FUEL CY
E 
C150-5

- ENRICHED URANIUM
LOW

CLE ENRICHMENT
SSINf *, PANT"

200-400
TINE YRS 2-3 3-4 2-3 5-8 5-8 4-6
TECHNOLOGY LOW, LOW a: LOW S HIGH a HIGH & HIGH &
CONSTRUCTION SIMPLE SIMPLE MODERATE COMPLEX COMPLEX COMPLEX
ORGANIZATION SMALL MEDIUM MEDIUM LARGE LARGE MEDIUM

POTENTIAL EXPLOSIVE NONE, BUT
DEVICES/YEAR 1-4 10-20 10-20 DIVERSION 30 NONE

POSSIBLE

TIME TO DOUBLE
CAPACITY (YRS) 2 3 2 5-8 4-6 4-6
DETECTABILITY
OF CLANDESTINE TO
UNITS LOW LOW + LOW HIGH ; HIGH LOW & MODERATE
ATTRACTIVENESS
TO GET NUCLEAR
WEAPONS OPTION HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH

LOW - (MODER-

ATE FOR D20
REACTORS)

HIGH (NATIONAL)
LOW (AFTER HIGH-
NATIONAL) LOW

__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __L3L _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ _

1IGiH
ENRICIlMENT
P1A.TL*

100
3-5

HIGH 8

COMPLEX
MEDIUM

2 - 20

3-5

LOW

HIGH

MOST COUNTRIES WOULD PREFER TO BUY REPROCESSING SERVICES RATHER THAN BUILD COSTLY SMALL CAPACITY PLANTS

MOST COUNTRIES STILL PLAN TO BUY ENRICHEENT SERVICES TO SUPPLY POWER REACTORS RATHER THAI BUILD,

UNLESS SUPPLY BECOMES UNCERTAIN.

" NOT REQUIRED FOR LWRJ REQUIRED FOR MILITARY REACTOR FUEL, HTGR FUEL, OR WEAPONS-GRADE U-235.
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ALTERlATE FUEL CYCLES - CHARACTERISTICS FOR WEAPONS MATERIAL

PRODUCTION DIVERSION

ONCEiTiROUGH - Low ENRICHED URANIUM CYCLE - LWR, HWR, HTGR

MAIN SECURITY REQUIREMENT: SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND SHIPPING

REPR(CESSI!6 AN ) ,UT lIlI RECYCLE IN LWRs. HWR OR BREEDERS

SECURIH REQURI RENTS

SPENT FUEL STORAGE AND SHIPPING

SEPARATED PLUTONIUM STORAGE

REFABRICATED FUEL SHIPPING AND STORAGE

TANDEM CYCLE: LWR FUEL TO HWR

SECURITY REUIEPIETS

SPENT FuEa STORAGE AND SHIPPING LWR

SPENT FUEL STORAGE - HWR

FUEL REFABRICATION - LWR TO HWR

CONVERTIBILITY TO PLUTONIUM PRODUCER USING NATURAL URANIUM

IHaRILI&CYCLES: LR, HWR, HTGR, OR ULFBR

MAIN SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

HIGH ENRICHMENT FEED MATERIAL

FABRICATED FUEL

SPENT FUEL CONTAINING U-233 OR Pi

SEPARATED U-233 OR Pu

ELZ:DRK
218/77
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PRELIMIHARY CONCLUSIONS ON ALTERNATE CYCLES

1. NONE OF THE ALTERNATE FUEL CYCLES INHEREITY PROVIDE SERIOUS

TECHNICAL OR PROCEDURAL CONSTRAINTS AGAINST GOVERNMENT-LEVEL

DECISIONS' TO GET WEAPONS MATERIALS.

2. "INFORMAL" MILITARY STYLE COVERT (OR OVERT) REPROCESSING OF

SPENT FUEL FROi ANY CYCLE IS TECHNICALLY SIMPLE AND MODEST IN

COST AND RESOURCES REQUIRED. GIVEN ADEQUATE SECURITY FOR

SPENT FUEL STORAGE, 'ADDED RISKS FROM REPROCESSING ARE SMALL
AND POSSIBLY GIVE REDUCTION IN OVERALL SYSTEM RISKS.

.3. INTERNATIONAL SURVEILLANCE AND CONTROL OF SPENT FUEL, "FORMAL"

REPROCESSING FACILITIES, AND REFABRICATED FUEL AFFORDS BEST

APPARENT PROSPECT OF MINIMIZING RISKS OF UNCONTROLLED SPREAD

OF NEAPO:IS.

4. MAIN SOURCES OF RISK OF INCREASED, RATE OF WEAPONS PROLIFERA-

TION (P-1) FROM:

A. REPRESSIVE POLICIES ON ACCESS TO CIVILIAN NUCLEAR
POWER BY COUNTRIES WITH LEGITIMATE ENERGY NEEDS.

(MAKES THE DECISIONS TO COMMIT ONE OF 7 ALTERNATE
ROUTES MORE LIKELY).

B. DELAY OR LACK OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION BY U.S.
ON REPROCESSING, WASTE DISPOSAL, ENRICHMENT.
(ACCELERATES GROWTH OF HOME-BUILT SYSTEMS WITH

LESS CHANCE OF EFFECTIVE INTERNATIONAL CONTROLS.)

5. PRESENT ACTION BY U.S., IF CONTINUED, HAS DANGER OF BECOMING

ONE OF THE PRIMARY NEAR-TERM CONTRIBUTORS TO WEAPONS PROLIFERATION.

6. INCREASING WORLD TENSIONS OVER SCARCE OR CARTELIZED SUPPLIES OF

ENERGY RESOURCES APPEAR TO BE THE MAJOR CONTRIBUTOR TO WEAPONS
PROLIFERATION BOTH SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM.
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SAFEGUARDS AND HANDLING EXPERIENCE

COUNTRIES WITH EXISTING LARGE-SCALE FACILITIES
WITH EXPERIENCE IN HANDLING OR REPROCESSING PLUTONIUM, OR SEPARATION OF U-235

" 25 YEARS OR MORE: 10 TO 100 TONS U-235 AND/OR PLUTONIUM

." 10 YEARS OR MORE; (FEW TONS FISSILE MATERIAL)

UIIM
(4 LOCATIONS)

UNITED STATES

HANFORD WORKS, RICHLAND WASHINGTON

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT, GEORGIA

ROCKY FLATS, COLORADO

NATIONAL REACTOR REST STATION, IDAHO FAms
LOS ALAMOS LABORATORY, NEW MEXICO
OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORIES, TENNESSEE

SOVIET UNION

ATOMGOROD
OBNIiSK
KURCHATOV

UNITED INGDO
WINDSCALE
SPRINGFIELDS

CAPENHURST

FRA3E

FONTENAY
SACLAY

CADARACHE
MARCOULE

6ERMAfIY
KARLSRUHE; JULICH
EUROCHEt4IC (INTERNATIONAL PROJECT, 26 COUNTRIES)

HoLLAND

ALMELO

SOUTH AFRICA

PALINDABA

INDIA
TROMBAY
KALPAKKAM

* 5 TO 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE (0.1 TO I TON FISSILE).

19ZZ - JAPAN, ITALY, SPAIN, BELGIUM, ISRAEL,
EASTERN GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, SWEDEN

1980-1985 - (ADD) ARGENTINA AUSTRIA, ERAZIL, EULGARIA, CAi;AIA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, FINLAND, IRAN, KOREA. fMEXICO,
PAKISTAN, TAIWAN

ELZ:DRK
2/22/77



A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

URANIUM ENRICHMENT

Summary of remarks by
William J. Wilcox, Jr.

Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division

In reviewing for you the uranium enrichment step of the fuel cycle, I

want to present a general picture of the status of the various enrichment tech-

nologies around the world, to review who is doing what, and to give some general

idea of how the market for enrichment services (supply and demand) is shaping up.

First, let me briefly review why we want to enrich uranium and what it in-

volves before we get into the questions of how and who.

The reason why we enrich uranium as a part of the nuclear fuel cycle, in

the simplest and most useful terms, is economics; it is because the nuclear

reactor designers have found that if moderately enriched uranium is used as

reactor fuels, the cost of electricity produced can be cheaper. There are other

reasons for enriching uranium. Highly enriched uranium makes possible compact

propulsion reactors for our submarines; and, of course, our original reason for

enriching uranium was to build nuclear weapons. The technology we use for uranium

enrichment today and our enrichment production plants themselves are a legacy from

that military interest.

The wartime U.S. interest was in trying ,o produce highly enriched uranium,

over 90%, which is virtually complete isotope separation. The efforts were

heroic; and, to increase chances of success, intensive work was done on many

approaches to the difficult job of separating isotopes which behave almost iden-

tically in most chemical and physical processes. In the U.S. the research efforts

concentrated on electromagnetic separation, gaseous diffusion, thermal diffusion,

gas centrifugation, and photochemical separation. The efforts culminated in the

construction of three production-scale uranium enrichment plants (the electro-

magnetic plant, the thermal diffusion plant, and the gaseous diffusion plant) at

Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Each of them was a succ ess, but gaseous diffusion was so

much more economical that the others were quickly shut down. Even today, econo-

mics is still the driving factor in our decision making and planning for the

uranium enrichment step of the fuel cycle.

Now let's turn to the questions of the technology, or how t, do it, and who

is doing what. There are now just four nations, other than the U.S., that have
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uranium enrichment facilities larger than pilot-scale. These countries are

Great Britain, France, Russia, and China. In each case, their plants were.

built initially for military purposes. Of the four, only Russia is selling

enrichment services to others.

A strong interest has developed in several nations in the past ten years

to acquire their own capacity to enrich uranium or at least to share in such

an enterprise. The chief motivation for this is the desire to acquire an

assured supply of fuel for their nuclear power reactors; and, in the case of

a few nations that have large deposits of uranium ore, to derive the maximum

value from their resources by enriching the uranium and selling the product.

A few countries are interested in acquiring uranium enrichment facilities in

order to capitalize on the fact that they have sites where large quantities

of inexpensive power can be made available.

Commercial-scale uranium enrichment can impose such a burden on resources

that some nations seeking to develop their own enrichment capability have sought

partners to join them in such an enterprise. Two multinational European con-

sortia were formed for this purpose and have become well known in recent years,

Urenco and Eurodif. Both of these groups currently have enrichment facilities

under construction. West Germany and Brazil have formally agreed to a joint

enrichment venture. Japan and Australia and also France and Canada have engaged,

for a number of years, in intermittent neogtiations regarding joint enrichment

ventures. On the other hand, South Africa had independently developed an isotope

separation process and has announced plans to apply it in a commercial-scale

plant.

Gaseous Diffusion. Today, the majority of the free world capacity for

uranium enrichment is provided by the gaseous diffusion process, a process which

has been in continuous use on a large scale since 1945. The process is a very

simple one in concept, but several difficult problems must be solved in imple-

menting it on a commercial scale. There is a high premium on the efficiency of

the barrier material itself, which primarily is determined by the control of

the pore size. Details of the barrier materials used in each country are closely

guarded.

Aerial photographs are shown of the gaseous diffusion plants in the United

States, in the United Kingdom, and in France. The Eurodif consortium, sponsored
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by France, is building a large gaseous diffusion plant at the present time

which will be about one-third the size of the U.S. capacity. Photographs of

some of the equipment in the U.S. and in th French plants are also shown.

Gas Centrifuge. As an alternative to gaseous diffusion, perhaps more work

has been done on this process than any other. The theoretical separative capa-

city is a function of the fourth power of the peripheral speed. By making the

centrifuge spin faster and making it longer, one can in principle continue to

increase the separation per machine. A trade-off between speed and acceptable

life, of course, is essential.

An attractive feature results from the fact that the degree of enrichment-

attainable in a single centrifuge is much greater than that which can be achieved

in the single diffusion stage, and only a few centrifuges in series are needed

to produce enrichment levels needed for reactor fuels. On the other hand, the

throughput of the centrifuge is very -limited so that a large number of centri-

fuges must be connected in parallel to provide for large amounts of separative

work. The interest in centrifugation has been worldwide over the past 20 years.

One of the driving forces is the fact,tha power requirements for a gas centri-

fuge plant are about one-tenth that of a gaseous di plant of equal size.

Centrifuge plants, therefore, may offer more flexibility in siting

operation. Other advantages and comparisons with diffusion are discussed.

One of the significant foreign centrifuge programs that is being carried

out is that of the Tripartite.Urenco/Centec group formed in 1970 by Great

Britain, West Germany, and the Netherlands. Three pilot plants--two in the

Netherlands at Almelo, and one at Capenhurst in Great Britain, have been built

and are operational. Research and development work is being carried out in

France, India, Italy, Japan, and Sweden. Views of the Urenco/Centec pilot

plants and their equipment reproduced from their published papers are shown.

Other processes. In the full paper, other processes for uranium enrich-

ment are treated, including the gas nozzle process developed by Dr. E. W. Becker

of Germany in the early 1960s. A demonstration plant is under construction at

the present time in Brazil.

South Africa announced several years ago that they have developed a unique

and new process consisting of a high performance stationary wall centrifuge, the

so-called UCOR process. Information that they have presented is summarized.

This process is in the pilot-plant stage- at Valindaba, South Africa.
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A number of other processes for uranium enrichment which are still in the

research and development stage are summarized, including the laser isotope

separation, chemical ionization, chemical exchange, and several others.

The supply of enrichment services to the year 1985 is fairly well known

and appear to be in reasonable accord with the forecasts of demand.. An annual

short fall is likely in the late 1980s. There are considerable uncertainties

in the longer-term requirements picture. Current forecasts by the U.S. Energy

Research and Development Administration, Office of Planning, Analysis, and

Evaluation, for the year 2000, lead one to conclude that enrichment capacity

beyond any of the existing, planned, 'or conditicnal additions announced to date

in the western world will be needed by the mid 1990s.
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A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

COMMERCIAL WASTE MANAGEMENT

Summary of remarks by
Carl R. Cooley

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration

Management of nuclear wastes is receiving worldwide attention and co-

operation. This attention arises from the continuing need for an adequate

source of energy. Each nuclear reactor of approximately 1000 MWe capacity will

serve about three quarters of a million people in the U.S. (based on 9300 KW-Hr

per capita for electrical energy). Typically, a reactor, if it is supported by

a mixed oxide fuel cycle, is expected to generate each year about the equivalent

of 3 cubic meters (106 ft3) of solidified high-level waste, about 180 cubic

meters (6360 ft3) of waste containing transuranic elements and about 700 cubic

meters (24700 ft3) of low-level waste (see Chart I). Much of the technology

for treating or handling this waste has been developed by countries during the

handling of waste in their defense programs. In this summary, only the status

of technology as it is now being developed and applied commercial operations

for nuclear power is included.

High-level liquid waste containing. more than 99.9% of the radioactivity

in spent fuel originates from reprocessing the fuel. The responsible agencies

of governments considering -reprocessing are studying methods to convert liquid

high-level waste to a solid form in order to reduce the volume and to improve

the margin of safety during handling, storage and disposition.

Although powder or granular forms of high-level waste (e.g., calcine)

are options, the glass or ceramic form of waste is being developed in most

countries as a practical immobile form to be placed in metal canisters. Glass

is attractive because of its resistance to thermal, chemical, and radiation

conditions. Accordingly, it provides a minimal potential for being dispersed.

The potential for leaching radioactivity from glass is low. A further margin

of safety is being planned by disposal of canisters of waste in geological for-

mations such as a dry salt mine, clay or rock formations.

Since the state of development for high-level waste in many of the countries

is approximately the same, one can generalize by saying that for example, the

United States, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Belgium, and Russia are con-

ducting engineering tests of various processes. Some radioactive tests have
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been completed and hot pilot plant work will be completed before 1980. Full-

scale demonstrations 'are being planned by about 1985. More specific schedules

are shown in Chart II. Countries have not made a choice on the final disposi-

tion of high-level waste, but most are favoring deep geological disposal. Some

are studying deep seabed disposal as an option for high-level wastes.

Agencies in each country are confident that development work shows a safe

and reliable method for solidifying and disposing of high-level wastes. Plans

are set and work is progressing on schedule. For example, the U.S. has started

a program of site investigation in a number of states to identify several poten-

tial locations for a Federal repository. The plan involves operation of a pilot

repository about 1985. In France, there is an active program to investigate

geology for disposal of waste. The suitability of geology is supported by

studies on the 0klo phenomenon discovered at Oklo in Gabon, Africa. Approxi-

mately 1.8 billion years ago a sustaining nuclear reaction took place in uranium

deposits. Geochemical studies have shown no migration of lanthznides and ac-

tinides. In the UK a geologic investigation program is being conducted with

the intent to have an operational disposal facility by about the year 2000.

For transuranic waste, i.e., those wastes which contain transuranic ele-

ments, the approach for disposal is similar to high-level waste. Development

work is being done to treat transuranic wastes prior to disposal. Work in

many countries is being done on incineration of radioactive combustible wastes

and/or special packaging techniques such as preparation of cements. Permanent

disposition of transuranic waste is generally favored in deep underground geo-

logic formations such as salt mines. However, deep geologic disposal is not

yet practiced. To date, surface burial sites have been used for disposal of

mainly drums of waste.

Low-level waste, those having low-levels of radioactivity, such as that

originating from reactors are generally solidified and sent to surface burial

locations. Countries differ here in their approach. For example, for wet

wastes, France and Belgium rely extensively on a mixture of asphalt (bitumen)

with the waste as a form for disposal. UK uses mostly concrete and the com-

mercial organizations in the U.S. use principally cements and organic polymers.

Those wastes that are already a solid are generally packaged and shipped to

burial. The Federal Republic of Germany has been using a salt mine for dis-

posal of such waste.
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Radioactive waste management clearly requires continuing international

cooperation. It raises several questions: What countries should reprocess

nuclear fuel for economic reasons or to prevent widespread nuclear prolif era-

tion? International agencies are now participating and coordinating activities

on waste management. The International Atomic Energy Agency, and the Nuclear

Energy Agency are central sources of cooperation. In addition, cooperation is

being enhanced by bilateral agreements between countries to exchange technology

and to specialize in certain studies. Such issues as the processing technology

and the locations for disposition of waste are subjects receiving attention.

Each country involved with nuclear power is considering radioactive waste

management. The level of cooperation among nations is reassuring. The simi-

larity of approaches and the information being generated will provide comparative

assurance that the plans for waste management are appropriate. Implementation

of plans for waste management are appropriate. Implementation of plans for

waste management, under way in many countries, will enable the continuing progress

of nuclear power as a source of energy.
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TYPICAL AMOUNTS OF WASTE PER YEAR
FROM LIGHT WATER REACTOR AND SUPPORTING MIXED OXIDE FUEL CYCLE
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PRINCIPAL INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

TECHNOLOGY

U.S.

FRANCE

GERMANY

U.K..

RUSSIA

BELGIUM
(EUROCHEMIC)

JAPAN

ITALY

INDIA

SPRAY CALCINER IN-CAN METER

FLUIDIZED-BED CALCINER CERAMIC

CERAMIC MELTER

ROTARY CALCINER AND MELTER

SPRAY CALCINER METER

IN CAN CALCINATION MELTING
(HARVEST)

CERAMIC MELTER

AGITATED BED CALCINER (LOTES)
MELTER-GRANULES METAL MATRIX
(PAMELA)

FLUIDIZED-BED AND MELTER

POT VITRIFICATION

POT VITRIFICATION
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SCALE SCALE
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INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR PLANNING AND MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Summary of remarks by
Massoud Simnad

General Atomic Company

INTRODUCTION

In the transfer of nuclear technology to developing countries one of the

most pressing needs is the manpower requirements for the planning, construction,

and operation of the nuclear power systems. The indigenous human resources of
"

the respective countries must be educated and trained to a level commensurate

with the demands of such an' advanced and challenging technology. The issues to

be addressed when discussing international nuclear planning and manpower require-

ments are summarized below.

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

For a nuclear power plant the number of staff depends upon several factors,

particularly the type and size of the plant and the level of experience of the

operators. For a large (1000 MWe) light water reactor the operating staff of

engineers, operators, technicians, and maintenance personnel totals about 130

in the USA. A general organization chart for a large PWR plant is shown in

Figure 1. In a developing country such as Iran, the number of staff for nuclear

power plants is chosen as a ratio of 0.4 men/MWe. Hence, the installation of

23,000 MWe nuclear power in Iran by 1994 requires the training of approximately

10,000 personnel ranging from reactor superintendent to maintenance men. The

need will be for about 600 new technical staff per year for the next two years,

and 100 per year thereafter. In the fossil fueled power plants in Iran the ratio

ranges from 0.33 to 1.43 men/MWe.

On a world-wide basis, the manpower requirements (for operating the more

than 700 large nuclear power plants that are planned or under construction by

1990) may be estimated to be approximately 200,000 (including the 8% or so turn-

over that is experienced in power stations).

MANPOWER PROBLEMS IN THE TRANSFER OF NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY

Two basic problem areas in the transfer of nuclear technology are: (1) systems

oriented problems, including the state of the economic and industrial infrastructure,

and (2) availability and training of personnel, including the level of the scientific,

technical and educational institutions of the society.

In acquiring nuclear technology, the first goal is to attain the capability

to operate and maintain the plants after construction is completed. This generally
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leads to the "turnkey" approach in ordering the nuclear power plants, which is a

realistic arrangement initially. An alternate approach is to plan for increasing

participation in all phases of the planning, development, design, and construction

of the reactors as well.

Some nations are already well on the way to achieving a high level of

industrial participation in the construction of their nuclear power plants. For

example, Spain's first three reactors were built in 1964 on turnkey contracts.

By 1985 there will be 24,000 MWe of nuclear capacity. At present Spanish industry

supplies 6Q; of the equipment, 100% construction, 85% engineering and 90% of

project management and personnel training.

The question of the types of personnel needed for the transfer of nuclear

technology has been a subject of much debate. There is a recognition now of the

fact that it is not enough to have persons with advanced academic training in

nuclear science and technology. There is also the serious need for additional

personnel with practical experience and training in design engineering, plant

operations, installation of nuclear power plants, as well as all aspects of

project management.

A most important role is played by foreign specialists in the transfer of

nuclear technology. Dr. P. S. Saeedi of Iran has listed the qualifications re-

quired of foreign specialists: (1) technical skills, (2) ability to work with

others, (3) ability to adapt to a different environment, (4) adaptation of his

family to a different environment, which is, of course, influenced by the living

conditions. this has a powerful impact on the ability of a country to attract

foreign specialists. Also, the bureaucratic regulations may set limits to the

hiring of foreign specialists, e.g. residence permits need streamlining, tax

laws should be reformed (particularly those of the U.S.), and foreign exchange

regulations may be unacceptable.

MANPOWER TRAINING AND INFORMATION SOURCES

The training of personnel for nuclear power systems covers a very wide

spectrum of skills and disciplines. The major centers where the necessary

education and training is provided include universities, technical and trade

schools, cooperative training centers, national laboratories and research in-

stitutions, and training centers operated by nuclear reactor vendors, architect-

engineers, electric utilities, and specialized industrial groups.

The vital continuing education of the scientific and technical personnel

is accomplished most effectively by means of specialized conferences and

seminars and by membership in professional societies. The unique contributions

of the American Nuclear Society to the nuclear energy profession have been
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eloquently described by Dr. Joseph R. Dietrich in part as follows:

"It is characteristic of professional societies that their thrust is

toward person-to-person technology exchange, a process which breeds friend-

ship as well as technological progress. I hope that, in the nuclear field,

this exchange process will continue to extend its international scope."

The utilization of training centers for staffing nuclear power plants has

been well summarized by Dr. R. W. Deutsch. He points out that training for the

plant operating staff should start about five years before plant operation, in

order to have an adequate number of 'personnel trained in design, construction,

operation, and maintenance of nuclear plants. A Training Center complex is re-

quired to contain a nuclear power plant simulator, low-power research reactor,

health physics laboratory, electricity and electronics laboratory, maintenance

technician laboratory, classrooms utilizing advanced learning systems, study

areas and office space. It would also be desirable to locate the Training Center

close to an operating nuclear power reactor.

National laboratories or institutions have made important contributions in

this field. These include Argonne National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in the USA, ISPRA (European Community) in Italy, various centers in

Europe and South America, and nuclear research centers in several developing

countries such as Iran, India, Pakistan, and the Philippines. The activities of

these facilities will be described in the Proceedings of the Iran Conference on

Transfer of Nuclear Technology (April 10-14, 1977). Most of the reactor vendors

and architect-engineers provide special courses and have facilities for on-the-

job training in nuclear technology.

TRANSFER OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY, SAFETY, AND SAFEGUARD PROCEDURES

There is an increasing need for experienced personnel in the politically

sensitive areas of nuclear regulatory, safety and safeguards procedures. The

International Atomic Energy Agency has a project in progress to aid in training

managerial and technical people in developing nuclear reactor regulations, guides

and standards for the protection of the public health and safety. The US -

Nuclear Regulatory Commission supports this program and also aids foreign countries

by providing training in safety, safeguards, and regulatory matters for foreign

personnel, by exchanging operating experience and safety research information

with other nations, and by making US experts available to the IAEA for participation

in teams of specialists that review the safety of nuclear facilities.

PERSONNEL FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF NUCLEAR POWER

Nuclear energy encompasses not only a wide spectrum of scientific and
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technical disciplines, but is also influenced by powe-ful social, economic,

legal, and political forces. There is a continuing need for well-trained

spokesmen from the nuclear energy profession to respond to the emotional

rhetoric of the critics and their improbable scenarios which overstate nuclear

accidents. Over thirty years ago, Albert Einstein gave the following prophetic

advice: "to the village square, we must carry the facts of atomic energy."

The public will accept nuclear power only when they are convinced that it

can satisfy the continuous need for increased energy production and provide

the world with the energy capacity to help solve many pressing human problems,

at the lowest cost, in the shortest time, and with the minimum impact upon the

environment.
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THE ROLE OF U.S. UNIVERSITIES IN GLOBAL MANPOWER TRAINING

Summary of remarks by
Bernard I. Spinrad

Oregon State University

In the long run, the importance of nuclear energy will be greater for

developing countries than for advanced countries. This is because developing

countries have more people, and hence more future demand, and have less energy

supply already in place.

The U.S., and other advanced countries, have the responsibility for pre-

paring developing countries to meet their aspirations in this field. This

includes assisting them in staffing power projects and regulatory agencies,

and in helping them set up national programs to be able to continue to turn

out indigenously trained, well qualified personnel for a nuclear enterprise

which will be growing in both volume and sophistication.

Both of these two objectives involve education and training of people,

which is the primary business of American universities. Indeed, the record of

the U.S. university system is doing this job en masse rather than just for ap

elite, is the reason for the popularity of U.S. institutions among foreign

students.

Oregon State University has experience with the training of staff for

nuclear projects abroad, and with the education of people who will be the next

generation of teachers. Most of this experience has been with Asian countries,

but we are now beginning to work more closely with African and Latin American

students.

Training is somewhat different from education. It is urgently required by

countries setting up nuclear power programs, in order to staff their develop-

mental and regulatory agencies, and by utilities embarking on nuclear power

programs. The former function seems to require special programs set up at

national laboratories, IAEA and similar agencies; the latter, programs super-

vised by engineering firms and vendors. Both types of program are improved

by using universities as the locations at which the more basic instructional

material is presented. Recall that this was the format into which Argonne's

successful ISNSE evolved as early as the late 1950s in collaboration with Penn

State and N.C. State.
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We have discovered that three types of program are our best offerings in

the staff training area. Initially, more sophisticated management can be served

by a set of short courses, covered a few weeks to a few months. These are in

such basic subjects as reactor theory, core thermohydraulics, nuclear systems,

radiation safety, environmental impacts, rules and regulations, and nuclear

fuel cycle. These provide the background for future management decisions as to

planning and, particularly, staffing. Such a course has been offered by OSU to

the Portland General Electric Company (PGE) in 1967-1968, at the time they were

beginning work on the PSAR for the Trojan nuclear plant. As far as we can see,

the same material could be presented profitably to foreign utilities.

Staffing requirement become especially acute when several units are being

constructed in a limited time. This is likely to be the case increasingly, for

utilities in countries which have limited domestic fuel supplies and are in-

dustrializing rapidly. One foreign utility, in Taiwan, which is building six

nuclear generating units, and had initially no experience in the area, has been

served through a series of training programs involving one or two year course

sequences.. The programs, personalized for:the individual needs- of the trainees,

have accommodated, first, management and engineering personnel, then, technical

specialists (radiochemists, meterologists, health physicists, instrumentation

specialists, fuel-management engineers) and more recently, shift supervisors,

senior operators, and their supporting personnel. No special courses had to

be added, since the OSU program of B.S. and graduate nuclear engineering and

B.S. nuclear engineering technology already has a comprehensive catalog.

The programs for the earlier groups could be, and were, appropriate in

many cases for M.S. degree study; and several such degrees were awarded. The

more recent groups have been assigned to more elementary programs within the

NET course list. However, the standard M.S. program is still recommended for

Taipower's technical specialists.

An important reason for starting these training programs at a university,

and then assigning the personnel to laboratories or to vendor training schools,

is the university's developed facilities for teaching English as a foreign

language. Most foreign students at the undergraduate level, and some at higher

levels, are limited in their ability to profit from teaching in the U.S. without

such instruction.
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American universities, OSU included, also process a number of students

assigned by their home companies to study towards an advanced degree in a spe-

cialized area. Our experience has been that, although this is an optimum use

of university abilities when the assignment has been thought through, there are

pitfalls: the person and assignment may not be well matched, or the assignment

may not be in a field of enduring interest to the sponsor, or the student may

be overly eager to have his brain "drained". Only good communication between

university and sponsor can avoid such difficulties.

Although the education of university personnel would seem to be straight-

forward, this has turned out to be more difficult to work out. A number of

promising students from abroad have received advanced training at U.S. uni-

versities. However, few of the best have returned. Thus, it seems that the

success of U.S. universities in attracting the best young graduates to their

faculties is not duplicated abroad.

"Sister university" agreements have been worked out in some other fields,

but their success has been erratic. New approaches are being tried: for example,

sabbaticals of nuclear engineering faculty from developing countries in our uni-

versities, OSU is attempting this now, but the success of the method will depend

on the degree to which the empirical orientation of U.S. science and engineering

can be transplanted by this method, and the outcome is uncertain.

There are a number of difficulties which stand in the way of adapting the

successful features of U.S. engineering education to the needs of developing

countries. These include: the desire of many of the students to use a U.S.

education as a first step to emigration; a number of institutional factors

within'many developing country universities; different standards and learning

paradigms at the elementary levels; and the fact that the more famous U.S.

universities, which universities abroad wish to emulate, tend to have expensive

programs, discouraging emulators. To the extent that the "typical" U.S. uni-

versity, which is a land-grant institution, is proud of its engineering teaching

and training traditions, our failure to export the spirit of that tradition is

a major problem. We must keep trying, using eclectic means.

Occasionally, a country will try to build up a cadre of trained engineers

by programmatic assignment of students to U.S. universities. OSU currently has

a group of nuclear engineering undergraduates from Libya, which is doing this now.
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This is politically a troublesome matter, but with the concurrence of the

U.S. State Department, it is our feeling that the benefit of being the mentors

of these young men outweighs the risk involved. Libya's stated purpose is to

emulate Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in building up a capability of dealing with

nuclear energy, anticipating a need around the turn of the century. I am happy

to report that the group is, by and large, adapting to our program and, in-

creasingly, turning to our faculty for program and career advice.
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EVALUATION OF THE ROLE OF
INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

IN LONG TERM ENERGY STRATEGIES*

Prepared by
Karl 0. Ott, Program Chairman

Purdue University

I.INTERNATIONALITY OF THE ENERGY PROBLEM AND WORLD STABILITY

Energy resources are unevenly distributed around the globe. This implies

that energy raw-materials (oil, natural gas, coal, uranium) cross national

boundaries on a large scale. The distribution of energy resources around the

globe will become even more uneven as more and more countries deplete their

small indigenous resources. A strong dependency on large amounts of energy

and an increasing uncertainty in imported supplies create an extremely difficult

international political and socioeconomic problem.

Many developing countries which use now comparatively little energy are

expected to become larger users in the near future. Thus, the increasing

dependence of most industrialized countries on imported energy coincides

with an increase in the number of larger energy users. This enhances the

international and political character of the energy problem and is likely to

lead to a strong decrease in world stability.

The concept stability involves the consideration of the "response time."

Generally, the stability of any "system" depends on the time required for a

counteracting response as compared to the time during which a prcalem arises

or becomes acute. If the response is too slow, a system tends to be instable.

The time periods in which mankind is extracting, out of the entire earth

crust, the major part of the usable natural gas, oil, and high-grade uranium,

and in all but a very few countries al:,, of the coal, amount to less or even

substantially less than a century. These periods are comparable with the

periods needed to develop and deploy major new power-generating technologies,

such as breeder reactors, solar energy for electricity, and fusion reactors,

e.g., about 45 years appear to be required for the complete development of a

commercially viable fast breeder reactor (1945-1990), and about 30 years

for its deployment; thus, all in all about 75 years are needed to convert a

fossil-fuel and LWR based electrical power generating capacity to breeder

reactors. The substitution of new technologies for the nonelectrical energy

needs takes also several decades. The fact that these response times are so

*Parts of this evaluation have been presented as "Concluding Remarks" by

the Program Chairman.
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large suggests a strong tendency to instability of the world socioeconomic

system.

II. PROJECTIONS OF ENERGY NEEDS AND AVAILABILITY

Projections of energy needs and availability vary widely, which reflects

the uncertainty of input information and of future developments. Additional

variations result from the application of methods with various degrees of

sophistication.

Projections based on low fossil fuel and uranium resource estimates and

high growth rates of energy consumption indicate an early need for fission

breeder reactors. On the other end of the variability range are projections

based on large fossil fuel resources, optimistic assumptions on non-nuclear

energy generation capability, and zero or negative consumption growth rates which

suggest no need for the use of nuclear reactors.

Recent more sophisticated projections [Giraud, 1976: (Foell*)] show that

substantially different growth rates should be assumed for industrialized,

developing, and less developed countries. Industrialized nations can be expected

to mitigate further growth substantially,, through strong conservation efforts.

This does not apply to developing countries. Therefore, developing countries

must be expected to have larger growth in energy needs than countries in either

the industrialized or less developed category. This leads during the next

few decades to a strong increase of the share of energy required by developing

countries.

The time of substantially increased energy-need of the developing countries

will coincide with the time when natural gas and oil resources are largely

depleted and when most countries have used up their small indigenous resources.

Although "the world will not be running out of energy by 2025" (Foell), there

are only a very few countries that will then still have large fossil-fuel

resources, mainly in the form of coal [North America and Russia (Foell)].

It is unlikely that the U.S.A. will export the huge amounts of coal,

or oil from oil shale, which would be needed in industrialized and developing

countries when oil and gas will be largely depleted (large scale export would

rapidly deplete the U.S. coal resources also). Furthermore, reserving coal as

raw material for chemistry and other uses will more and more become an important

consideration. Therefore, the continuation of the world socioeconomic system

requires that, by the time when natural gas and oil are largely depleted, other

energy production capabilities must be in operation.

*References in parenthesis refer to presentations at the Conference and the
Proceedings.
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III. IMPLICATIONS OF. THE UNCERTAINTY OF ENERGY NEEDS/AVAILABILITY PROJECTIONS

The spread of energy needs/availability projections is primarily due to

the uncertainties of estimates or assumptions of resources, consumption

patterns, economics and availability of alternate technologies, and of develop-

ments in the political and socioeconomic domain. Principally there is only

a probability and no certainty that a given scenario will actually occur. An

energy strategy -should be conceived against the background of this inherent

limitation.

The general goal of an energy strategy is tooplan a smooth transition

from the fossil fuel based economy into an economy based on renewable and

practically nonexhaustible energy resources (e.g. with fission or fusion breeder

reactors). Clearly, there is no lack of energy; the only problem is to make the

energy available in a timely fashion so that large scale interruptions of the

world socioeconomical system will be avoided.

In the light of the uncertainty of projections, an energy strategy as a

course of action can principally be conceived along one of two lines:

-- Either one mounts a strong effort to determine the single most

likely projection,

or

-- one plans for a sufficiently large variety of projections.

The first approach is simpler and less expensive, but it has the disad-

vantage that, with a sizable probability, the singled-out projection may turn

out to be incorrect. By the time this is realized, it is probably too late

for effective corrective action, because of the long lead time of major new

technological developments and deployment. Then, the foal of a smooth tran-

sition into the post-fossil-fuel era has not been achieved. Large scale

socioeconomic disruption:and wars would be the likely consequence.

The application of the second approach requires the evaluation of a variety

of projections. This evaluation includes the variation of the input

assumptions and the determination of the resulting impact upon a given course of

action. Therefore, originally assumed resource estimates are reduced and

increased.

The evaluation employs qualitatively the concept of "risk", in which

the magnitude of undesirable consequences are combined with the likelihood

of their occurrence. Since the magnitude of possible undesirable consequences

is enormous, the world societal system may be at stake, the probability for a

wrong assessment must be extremely small, to hold the risk in bounds.
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Although this approach can be applied only qualitatively, it can yield

important and significant conclusions: Suppose the use of "best-values" for

all the input information for a given scenario projects a "smooth transition".

Suppose further that a variation of the input information, although less

likely but still possible, yields a projection which falls short of the

"smooth-transition" goal. Then, the "best-values" are not good enough, <nd

pessimistic, though less likely, assumptions must be used instead.

The determination of an energy strategy based on an evaluation of the

uncertainty of projections must include the consideration of nuclear weapons

proliferation.

IV. THE NON-PROLIFERATION ISSUE

The panel discussion of Nuclear Export and Proliferation (Kimel, Dunn,

Jones, Parsick, Steindler, Zebroski) showed the spread of opinions about this

important subject. There was certainly agreement about the need to avoid

proliferation of nuclear weapons, but there was disagreement on how to achieve

it, especially about the impact on the extent of nuclear power production.

Some basic facts, however, are undisputable:

There are currently eight ways to produce the fissile material for an

explosive device (Zebroski). The use of power reactor plutonium is probably

the least suitable of these eight ways and has therefore never been used.

The technology of most or some of these processes is available to a large and

increasing number of nations (currently more than 40).

Various levels of nuclear arsenals are to be considered. Only the dis-

cussion of the lowest level, a "crude explosive device" pertains to power-

reactor plutonium. Limitation of nuclear technology would, at first glance,

reduce the chance of acquiring the material for a crude explosive device.

Reducing the chance is for some (Dunn) sufficient reason to suggest a

limitation or reduction of the use of nuclear technology, including the export

of nuclear reactors. Others disagreed with this position.

It appears that there is no "technical-fix" solution to the proliferation

problem. The problem is largely a political one and must be dealt with

accordingly (Steindler). Giving up reprocessing of spent fuel (Jones) and

thus fast breeder reactors is one of the useless technical-fix approaches.

More generally, "you cannot make the curse (of nuclear weapons) go away by

giving up the promise (of the blessings of nuclear power)" (Kimel).

The opportunity for any material diversion can be very substantially

reduced by proper safeguards, which have been extensively discussed (Parsick),
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In addition to safeguards, other technical measures are feasible (see below);

although they are no technical fix, they can strongly facilitate the finding of

the needed political solution.

The best chance to reduce the proliferation of nuclear weapons (including

the storage of fissile material, ready for the manufacturing of bombs in case

of a crisis) is to make it less desirable for a country to have nuclear ex-

plosive devices (Zebroski). Restricting the export of LWRs and LWR-fuel, and

refusal to buy back the spent fuel can only be counterproductive and will stimulate

the development of more and more national capabilities (Zebroski). Therefore,

the U.S. and other countries should export LWRs, assure the needed enrichment

service, and buy back the spent fuel, in order to make the proliferation of

nuclear weapons less likely.

Generally, nuclear export policy of the industrialized countries should

be guided by the goal of avoiding socioeconomic instabilities. This will

reduce the desire for acquiring nuclear weapons by an increasing number of

countries. Socioeconomic instabilities, caused by inufficient energy

generation capability, are likely to increase nuclear weapons p'-oliferation and

thus amplify instabilities and tensions.

The consideration of this amplification effect seems to be very important

in the evaluation of energy transition scenarios. It maximizes the chance and

danger of disruptive transitions and it suggests even more than pessimistic

input assumptions rather than "best-values" should be used in the determination

.of an energy strategy.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The goal of a long-term energy policy and of the "International Nuclear

Engineering Development and Planning" is the solution of the following set of

problems, properly observing the applicable constraint conditions.

Key problem areas:

1. Devise a strategy for a "smooth transition" into the post-oil/

gas-fuel era, i.e., a transition without large-scale interruptions

of the world socioeconomic system and wars.

2. Devise a strategy for minimizing or avoiding the proliferation of

nuclear weapons.

3. Find the means and the assured raw-material supply for a substantial

increase of the energy consumption of the developing countries

during the next few decades.
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Technical Constraint Condition:

Development and deployment of major new technologies may have very long

lead times, several decades to more than a century. Therefore, counter-

acting responses can correct errors in the assessment only very slowly. This

indicates a tendency to an inherent instability in the socioeconomic system.

Methodological Constraint Condition:

The projections of energy needs/availability and of related developments,

whichare needed as basis for devising a long-range policy, have substantial

uncertainties,

Consequences of the Constraint Conditions:

The uncertainty of projected scenarios suggests to apply probabilistic

considerations, i.e., it suggests to consider a sufficiently large variety

of possibilities (with various degrees of likelihood) rather than a single

most-likely scenario. A policy which allows for a broad spectrum of possibilities

would also reduce the danger of instabilities resulting from the slowness of

counteracting responses.

The first two -problem areas are related and act upon each other in two

ways:

(a) An increased application of nuclear energy to achieve a "smooth

transition" suggests as first relation: If an increased application

of nuclear energy is not met with an even larger strengthening of

safeguards one may expect an increased chance for proliferation

of crude nuclear explosive devices due to an increase in the

opportunity.

(b) A lack of increased use of nuclear energy likely enhances the chance

for a "rough transition", leading to an increase in world in-

stability and tensions with the consequence of an increased desire

by more nations to acquire nuclear weapons.

The second conclusion appears to be more compelling and decisive. Since

there are many ways to produce fissile material for weapons, curtailing nuclear

power generation reduces the opportunity only marginally. The only hope to

truly reduce the danger of proliferation appears to be to reduce the desire.

Increased safeguards and other technical means are to be used for a reduction

of the opportunity (see below).
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Smooth-Transition Strategy

In order

-- to plan a transition into a post-oil/gas-fuel era, without large-

scale socioeconomic disruptions and wars due to lack of sufficient

energy in most areas of the world,

-- to avoid nuclear weapons proliferation,

-- to provide increasing amounts of energy for developing nations,

-- to allow for the long lead times of major new technologies,

and

-- to account for sizable uncertainties in energy availability-and-

needs projections,

it appears necessary to develop, vigorously and simultaneously, energy saving

techniques and non-fossil energy sources.

The nuclear components of this development which comes closest to satis-

fying all five items listed above probably consist of a special version of

fission breeder reactors (special LMFBR), to be deployed in only a few countries,

and thermal reactors (special LWR), with a "denatured" fuel, in other countries

with a need for nuclear power.

The special fission breeder reactors are envisioned as LMFBRs with a

thorium blanket, which provides the U-233 needed for the operation of LWRs

with a low concentration of U-233 (2-3%) in U-238. LMFBRs and LWRs which produce

1.3 and 0.7 fissile nuclei per destroyed nucleus respectively would be combined

to yield a sustainable fuel cycle, roughly in a 1:1 mix.

This scheme was originally proposed by Hafele (see references below). It is

similar to the one proposed by Feiveson and Taylor (Bulletin of the Atomic

Scientist, Dec. 1976). The fuel reprocessing and fabrication may be geographically

located in LMFBR operating countries.

Although no detailed analysis has been performed, it is apparent that

this nuclear energy strategy has many advantages:

1. Only fuel which is either useless for weapons (2-3% of U-233 in U-238)

or which can practically not be diverted (highly radioactivity fuel

with less than 1% U-233 and Pu, respectively, embedded in U-238 and

fission products) is shipped across national borders.

2. International commitments to provide the fuel for thermal reactors

and to take back the spent fuel are based on mutual needs. The

plutonium in the spent LWR fuel is needed for the LMFBR operation.

3. Fabricated fuel elements can readily be stored for two or more years

of operation which provides a buffer against supply interruptions.
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4. Fuel raw material (thorium and depleted uranium respectively) can be

readily stock-piled in each country for ten or more years to achieve

a new kind of equalized distribution of fuel reserves, which should be

favorable for long term stability.

5. The depletion of high grade uranium ore does not lead to an interruption

of LWR deployment, 30 years ahead of the time of depletion.

6. Uranium and thorium resources are used simultaneously, which extends

the supply of nuclear fuel in this scheme to many thousands of years.

7. No major new technological developments (in addition to the completion

of the commercial LMFBR development) are needed.

8. No enrichment plants are needed in this scheme. Current enriciz eit

plants can be phased out when U-235-enriched uranium will eventually be

phased out as LWR fuel.

9. Plutonium generated in U-235 fueled LWRs would be used to start the

LMFBR/U-233-LWR combinations.

10. The countries using nuclear power would fall into two categories:

(a) countries which carry the burden of the more complicated

technology, comprising LMFBRs and reprocessing plants, including

the required safeguards, and

(b) countries which have the benefit of the simpler LWRs, with an

absolutely assured fuel supply.

11. Reprocessing and fabrication plants can be international facilities with

participation of all user countries.

Vigorous development and deployment of the nuclear component of this energy

strategy will

-- help to achieve the smooth transition into a post-oil/gas-fuel economy.

-- assure a long-term energy supply for developing countries,

-- provide an excellent basis for a political solution of the proliferation

problem.

The development and deployment of this nuclear technology required an

international cooperation toward the solution of a world problem. A successful

cooperation in "International Nuclear Engineering Development and Planning" could

well set an example for other international cooperations in the political-

economical domain.
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